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MAJOR J.A WALLINGFORD
(1872-1944)
Jesse Wallingford, one of New Zealand’s greatest War heroes, was born in Kent,
England in 1872. He was educated in Military schools and entered the Army at age
13. He specialised in musketry and was appointed an instructor at the Hythe Musketry School. He was 17 times a member of the British team at Bisley Championship
and a champion with both the rifle and revolver many times over. In 1908 he won a
Bronze medal at the London Olympics in the teams Free Pistol event.
In 1911 Wallingford was brought to NZ by Sir Joseph Ward (Prime Minister and
Minister of Defence) to head up the School of Musketry in Auckland. He was responsible for training the Expeditionary Force in rifle practice.
While famous throughout the British Empire prior to The Great War, it was his
exploits at Gallipoli that would earn him the nickname ‘Human Machine Gun’ and
the title ‘Hero of ANZAC’. Wallingford was put in charge of the NZ machine guns
and snipers and was awarded the Military Cross during operations near Gaba Tepe
on the 25th April.
Widely renowned as the best shot in the British Military he was regularly used to
dispatch Turkish snipers. Not counting the machine gun, he shot over 700 Turks in
the 5 months he was at Gallipoli. At the end of August he was evacuated due to a
heart problem.
He returned to New Zealand and held various staff post in the Auckland district until
his retirement in 1927. From 1929 he was Superintendant at the Veterans home in
Mount Roskill.

Lot 182 Major Wallingford’s Smith and Wesson New Model #3 Target pistol
See center pages for Lot 183 his Webley .22 Free Pistol
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1 - GUN MAGAZINES
Twelve US Gun Report magazines from 1973. In their leather binder. An excellent reference for the collector. VGC
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2 - GUN MAGAZINES
Similar to the previous lot for 1974. VGC
3 - TWO ENGLISH GUN BOOKS
English Guns & Rifles plus English Pistols & Revolvers both by J.N GEORGE. Both small format, hard cover. FC
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1
16 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
A British Military pattern MKI second type bayonet for the
303 Enfield magazine rifle, 12” blade with central spine and
marked Sanderson Shefield ans WD etc, the blade with a
few large areas of staining and pitting. Wooden handle with
two brass rivets with oil hole above the top one, some staining on the pommel and scabbard, also with grey patina. FC
17 - NO4 BAYONET
Spike bayonet for the Lee Enfield rifle marked NO4 MKII
& has steel scabbard. Retains near all original blue. VGC

4 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Antique Firearms - Their Care & Restoration by Lister.
Small format, hard cover, 210 pages, B&W photos & Firearms Handbook. GC
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18 - PANZER BADGE
Nazi German silver Panzer Assault badge. Round pin and
slight dish shaped back. VGC

5 - BRASS SHOTGUN CASES
Twelve fired brass shotgun cases. Eleven Kynock brand and
one Eley brand. FC

19 - WAR MERIT CROSS
WWII Nazi German 2nd Class War Merit Cross with swords.
Screw back type and early nickel construction. ExC

6 - COLLECTORS AMMO
A mixed bag containing approx. 100 assorted bullets including rimfire, center-fire and shotgun. Some are antique. FC

20 - WAR MERIT CROSS
WWII Nazi German 2nd Class War Merit Cross with swords.
Early solid bronze type complete with ribbon. ExC

7 - 303 OIL BOTTLES
Twelve brass oil bottles for the Lee Enfield rifle. Assorted
markings. GC
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8 - WWII 9MM AMMO
Two British Military packets of 9mm ammo. One marked 64
Cartridges 9mm Parabellum, the second a 20R packet. VGC

22 - IRON CROSS
WWII Nazi German 1939 1st Class Iron Cross. The front
with near all black enamel. The back marked 900. The pin is
marked 2 for C.E JUNKER, 43X43mm approx. ExC

9 - BRASS ARTILLERY SHELL CASE
Circa 1975 3” brass Artillery shell case. Naval markings and
date on the base. Stands 35cm high. GC NLR
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10 - BRASS ARILLERY SHELL CASE
Similar to previous lot. GC
11 - WWI MAUSER RIFLE
An Imperial German Gewehr 98 rifle, 30” 8x57 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver ring is
marked Mauser etc and dated 1917. Marked Gew .98. on left
hand side of the action. The barrel has also been reproved
and cal marked at a later date. Metalwork has dark to grey
patina. GC original wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR

24

13 - PERUVIAN MAUSER RIFLE
Model 1935 short rifle, 24” 7.65x53 cal barrel with original
sights. The chamber ring marked with Peruvian crest and
Model 1935. The left hand side of the action marked F.N etc.
Metalwork has dark patina. Woodwork is in GC but with a
crack around the stock pin. GWO&C ALR
14 - CHINESE MAUSER RIFLE
A circa WWII Chinese arsenal made Chiang Kai-Shek
model short rifle, copy of the Mauser 98 rifle, 24” 8mm
cal barrel with original sights and arsenal marked on the
chamber. Metalwork has dark patina thinning around the
action. GC woodwork with Chinese markings on the butt.
GWO&C ALR

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

23 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
A compact Belgian Browning model 1906 semi automatic
pocket pistol, 2 1/4” .25 cal barrel. The slide with integral
sight and marked FN etc. Metalwork with near all original
blue. Model with grip and manual safety. ExC original hard
rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR
24 - BROWNING 1903 PISTOL
A Belgian made Browning model 1903 semi automatic pistol, 5” 9mm browning long cal barrel. The slide with fixed
sights and marked FN etc. Metalwork has near all original
blue with a few small speckles on top of the slide. ExC hard
rubber original grip and frame with original lanyard ring.
VGWO&C B/CLR
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12 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
Model 1944 short rifle, 24 3/4” 8x57 cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. Chamber ring marked FABRICA DE
ARMAS LA CORUNA 1954. Metalwork with near all finish. VGC original stock with gloss type finish. VGWO&C
ALR

15 - RELIC 1907 BAYONET
A British Military WW1 period pattern 1907 hooked quilion
SMLE bayonet. The bayonet was dug up by the vendors father on an expedition in 1925 near Hill 60 in Rheims, France
and has had written old cardboard label as providence. The
metalwork is heavily pitted and the hook is bent round, both
grips are still present. PC

21 - COSSACK BADGE
WWII Nazi Foreign Regiment badge for the 5th Don Cossack Regiment. Alloy construction with red metalic band
near the edge. ExC
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25 - CHINESE BROWNING PISTOL
A Chinese copy of the Browning model 1900 pistol, 4”
.32acp cal barrel with original sights (rear sight with cocking
indicator). No arsenal markings on the gun. Metalwork has
grey to silver patina. VGC hard rubber grips with Chinese
characters on both panels. A seldom seen pistol for the Chinese collector. GWO&C B/CLR
26 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
A Belgian Browning model 1910 semi automatic pistol, 3
3/8” .32 cal barrel, slide marked FN etc with Herstal address. Metalwork with most original blue finish with slight
staining. GC original hard rubber FN logo grips and correct
magazine. VGWO&C CLR
27 - AK 47 ASSAULT RIFLE
A Communist Chinese Vietnam period AK47 rifle, 15 1/2”
barrel 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and is the variant without underfolding bayonet. The receiver is milled and
marked with Chinese arsenal marking M22. The 3 position
selector is marked L&D. Metalwork has most dark original
patina with some areas of speckling. The woodwork is original but shows alot of use and has white paint rack numbers
on the butt. Includes 30R early type magazine. This gun
was a NZ Vietnam War souvenir rifle and compared to most
it is in VGWO&C CLR
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28 - CHINESE TYPE 86 RIFLE
A scarce and unusual select fire variant of the SKS rifle, 19”
7.62x39 cal barrel with underfolding bayonet and original
sights. The left hand side of the receiver is marked with
Chinese arsenal marks. The trigger group with 3 postition
selector. Metalwork has most thinning original finish. VGC
original wooden stock and synthtic top wood. The stock has
Chinese markings and correct webbing sling. Includes two
20R magazines. VGWO&C CLR

40 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
US Military WWII circa 1942 1911A1 Pistol, 5” barrel with
correct sights. The slide marked with Colt address, logo
and patent dates as well as P inspection mark on top (also
marked below magazine latch) with WB inspectors mark
and British proved. The frame marked UNITED STATES
PROPERTY M1911A1 U.S ARMY. Metalwork with most
overall original parkerised finish. Lanyard ring on mainspring housing. VGC Coltwood grips. Also includes its correct US marked black leather holster. VGWO&C B/CLR
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29 - SKS RIFLE
A Chinese Military SKS 7.62x39 cal rifle, 20” barrel
with underfolding bayonet. Metalwork with Chinese arsenal marks and thin original finish with dark grey patina
with traces of blue. GC woodwork, complete with sling.
GWO&C ELR
30 - VIETNAM TUNNEL GUN
A very unusual Chinese/Vietnamese submachine gun recovered from a tunnel in Vietnam and brought back to NZ. The
gun appears to be chambered in 7.62 Tokarev cal and has a
9” barrel which has been drilled as well as the chamber to
deactivate it. The tubular receiver is marked with Chinese
Star and Characters which read hand operation. The top
marked also in Chinese TYPE 55. The trigger has also been
removed. Metalwork has dark patina with areas of pitting
and braizing marks. The bolt and mainspring are in the gun.
An interesting talking piece for the Vietnam/SMG collector.
FC CLR
31 - AK MAGAZINE
A 30R 7.62x39 cal AK47/56S magazine. Near all original
finish. ExC
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42 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
An Imperial German Luger PO8 semi automatic pistol, 3
3/4” 9mm barrel with matching serial number but no proof
marks. There is a mark on top of the barrel which is hard
to make out. Most likely Weimar republic replacement.
Chamber is dated 1918 and toggle marked DWM. Most
original blue thinning on the side plate and muzzle and
straw colours remaining. ExC original grips, correct type
magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
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43 - JAPANESE ORTGIES PISTOL
An Imperial Japanese procured German Origies .32acp cal
pistol circa 1920-30’s, 3 1/2” barrel threaded and fitted with
silencer. The slide is marked with the Tokyo factory of Japan Gun Co. inspection mark at the rear as well as Kanji
and pointed star/snow flake design. The frame marked Germany. Metalwork has dark grey patina with traces of original finish. VGC original grips and magazine with Ortgies
logo. GWO&C CLR

32 - AK MAGAZINE
A 30R 7.62x39 cal AK47/56S magazine. Near all original
finish. ExC
33 - AK47 SLING & MAGAZINE POUCH
A Vietnam War period brown leather sling for the AK47
plus an olive canvas three cell magazine pouch with two
accessory pouches either side and marked on the back in
Chinese. VGC
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44 - 1911 WWII SHOULDER HOLSTER
An original US M7 pattern brown leather shoulder holster
for the 1911 pistol. The front marked US in oval, the back
USMC BOYT 44, includes straps. VGC

34 - SKS MAGAZINE
Repacement fixed magazine system for SKS rifle. Appears
to have been removed from a gun ie. original not aftermarket replacement. VGC
35 - VIETNAMESE AMMO POUCH AND BELT
A brown leather ammunition pouch with riveted leather
latch and Chinese markings on the back and contains three
stripper clips, has a hand written description tag dating it
to 1962, also a green webbing belt with brass star emblem
buckle. GC

46 - LUGER MAGAZINE
WWII 9mm magazine for the PO8 luger. Alloy base plate
and Waffen-amt on the side as well as manufactures code
122. VGC
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37 - MAUSER RIFLE BOOK
Mauser Military Rifles of the World 4th Edition by Ball.
Hardcover, large format, 448 pages with colour photos. A
must have reference book for the Mauser rifle collector.
VGC

39 - PISTOL BOOK
The W.H.B Smith Classic Book of Pistols & Revolvers.
Similar to previous lot but covers handguns, 816 pages, excellent reference. GC
Photographs are not necessarily to scale

45 - PO8 HOLSTER
A WWI brown leather hard shell holster for the German
4” PO8 luger pistol. Stamped with makers name and dated
1915. VGC
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36 - KLASHNIKOV ARMS BOOK
Hard cover, large format book with colour photos and 241
pages. Excellent reference book on all variants of this rifle.
VGC

38 - RIFLE BOOK
The Book of the Rifle - An Encyclopedic reference book by
Smith & Smith. Hard cover, medium format, B&W photos,
690 pages. Excellent reference book. GC

41 - MILITARY HI-STANDARD PISTOL
A seldom seen circa 1943-45 US Military marked Hi-Standard USA model H-D .22lr semi automatic pistol. Built on the
larger frame and with exposed hammer, 4 1/2” round bull
barrel with fixed sights. Left hand side of the slide marked
HI-STANDARD USA MODEL H-D and the frame with
high standard address and on the right hand side PROPERTY OF US with crossed canons. Metalwork has near all
good quality re blue. ExC original chequered wooden grips.
Includes a good quality leather holster with spare magazine.
VGWO&C B/CLR

47 - LUGER MAGAZINE
Post war pattern 9mm luger magazine. Black finish on base
plate and magazine. VGC
48 - WWII KABAR KNIFE
A scarce WWII period US Marine Corp Kabar knife, 6 3/4”
blade with grey patina marked CAMILLUS NY & USMC
on the otherside at the base. Dark brown/black stacked
leather handle. Original unmarked brown leather sheath
with staple and stitched construction. GC

48
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49 - FAIRBAIRN SYKES DAGGER
A 3rd pattern Sykes commando dagger. Approx 17cm machined blade with subdued SAS logo etched on the blade.
Some slight staining and scratching to the blade but generally VGC. The guard is marked R COOPER SHEFFIELD
ENGLAND, 27 rings on the handle which has lost most
finish and is now a copper colour, flat type brass end nut.
VGC

3
50 - WWII DAGGER
A WWII period allied forces private purchase dagger, 5
3/4” double edged blade marked MILBRO KAMPA on
the base and MADE IN SHEFFIELD ENGLAND on the
otherside. Some dark staining to the blade. Alloy tang with
leather stacked handle and sheath. Popular with US allied
troops and purchased in England prior to the invasion of
Europe. GC
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51 - RAD LEADERS DAGGER
A seldom seen Nazi German WWII period RAD (state labour service) leaders dagger. Approx 26cm blade marked in
gothic writing Urbeit adelt and makers logo, Alcoso Solingen on the other side. Cross guard with shield & Swastika.
White celluloid handle with a small crack on one side and
Eagles head pommel. Original metal scabbard with pebbled
and leaf designs and hangers attached to the side. Some
speckling of the plating on the scabbard but overall VG-ExC
52 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
A US WWII Period M1 Garand semi auto rifle, 33” 30.06
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The rear of the
receiver marked US RIFLE CAL 30 M1 SPRINGFIELD
ARMOURY and has a serial number for April 1945. Metalwork has most overall original parkerised finish. ExC original woodwork which has been sanded at some time and has
original swivels. Hard to find better. ExWO&C ELR

62 - GERMAN BATTLE FLAG
WWII heavy cotton Nazi battle flag. Red background with
Swastika inside cross and Iron Cross in top left. B&W with
red background. Rope stiched into the edge and marked
60x90 and faint illegiable makers mark. Tripple stitched on
leading edge. Measures 90x60cm. VGC
63 - LEGION CONDOR TANK BADGE
Very rare German WWII Spanish Civil War tank badge of
the Condor Legion circa 1936. Die struck with hollow back
and round pin. Measures approx 60mmHx48mmW. VGC
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64 - LUFTWAFFE PILOTS BADGE
WWII Nazi Luftwaffe Pilots award in case. Thin flat type
pin and slightly hollow back. Eagle with Swastika and
oak and laurel reef. Approx 68mm accross the wings and
53mm high. Dark blue case with blue felt and silk lining
and spring clip catch. ExC
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53 - M1 CARBINE
A US .30M1 Carbine, 17 1/2” barrel with correct foresight
and bayonet lug and marked IBM CORP. The chamber
marked U.S CARBINE CAL .30M1. The rear of the receiver is also marked IBM CORP. The receiver is missing
the rear sight blade which has been removed and fitted with
B Square mount and 4x32 telescopic sight which can be returned to original with a replacement rear sight. Metalwork
has most overall blue finish and has 15 shot magazine. VGC
wooden stock with sling and oiler. VGWO&C ELR
54 - THOMPSON M1A1 S.M.G
A WWII period .45acp cal M1A1 version of the Thompson
S.M.G, 11” barrel with original foresight and peep battle
sight fitted to the rear. The receiver marked with Thompson
logo and US PROPERTY on the top, the right hand side is
marked AUTO ORDNANCE etc. Left hand side is marked
THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBRE .45 M1A1
& GHD inspectors mark. Metalwork with most refinish.
VGC woodwork with Raritan arsenal rework mark (RA-P)
on the butt stock. G-VGWO&C CLR
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65 - FLIGHT ENGINEER BADGE
WWII Nazi German Flight Engineer - Airgunnes badge.
Wreath in blackened gold color and Swastika in gold. Silver Eagle and round pin. Approx 43mm accross wings and
52mm high. VGC
66 - GLIDER TROOPS BADGE
Nazi German WWII Silver Transport Glider Troops badge.
Wreath and leaves in silver. The Eagle is in blackened gold,
flat bottle pin and the rear marked A. GC
67 - ARMY FLAK BADGE
WWII Nazi German Army Flak badge. Blackened color
with round pin and marked WH WIEN. VGC
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55 - SOVIET DPM MACHINE GUN
A WWII Russian light machine gun, 19” 7.62x54 cal barrel with flash hider. The receiver dated 1945 and Izhevsk
arsenal mark and fitted with correct rear sight. Metalwork
has most overall finish, fitted with correct bipod and VGC
woodwork with cartouche on the butt. Includes two 47R
pan magazines and correct webbing and leather sling. VGExWO&C CLR
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56 - GARAND CHEEK PAD ETC
Leather cheek pad for the Korean War period M1 Garand
rifle. Marked 1952 & MRT plus 3 N BLOCKS. ExC
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57 - M1 CARBINE MAGS
Two 15 shot magazines, one in original brown paper. The
other in as new. ExC
58 - M1/M2 MAGAZINE DOUBLE CLIP
A steel clip to hold two M1/M2 carbine 30R magazines together. Stamped on the inside with Military markings. Near
all original blued finish. ExC

68 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
A high grade commercial Walther P38 semi automatic pistol,
4 3/4”.30 luger (7.65) cal barrel with original sights. Slide
marked with Walther banner & Ulm address. Metalwork has
all original finish. ExC commercial wooden grips & correct
commercial magazine in as new ExWO&C B/CLR
69 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
A scarce pre war circa 1936 Walther model PP .22lr semi automatic pistol, 4” barrel with original sights. Slide with correct early type safety and Zella-Mehlis address. Metalwork
has near all original bright blue. ExC Bakelite Walther logo
grips. A top example. ExWO&C CLR
70 - 100YR ANNIVERSARY WALTHER PISTOL
A seldom seen limited edition 100 years of Walther firearms
model PP semi automatic pistol, 3 3/4” .32 cal barrel with
original fixed sights. The slide marked Walther Model PP &
Ulm address etc on the left hand side. The right hand side
is marked 100 Jahre 1886-1986 and Walther banner. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original chequered
wooden grips and magazine with finger groove. Original
lanyard ring at the base of the grip. ExWO&C CLR
71 - LAHTI PISTOL
A Finish Lahti L-35 semi automatic pistol, 4” 9mm barrel
with original sights. The receiver marked Valmet L-35. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original brown
plastic grips and includes original magazine. Hard to find a
better example. ExWO&C B/CLR

59 - THOMPSON MAG POUCH
A three cell olive green canvas pouch for the 30R Thompson
or Grease gun magazines. Marked US on the back. VGC
60 - THOMPSON 20R MAG POUCH
Kakhi canvas webbing pouch for three 20R Thompson
SMG magazines. Marked USMC & 1944 on the back.
Some staining. GC

61 - NAZI PARTY FLAG
A large WWII Nazi German banner/Flag. Rectangular portrait shape to be hung at rallies or from buildings. Red background with white circle and black Swastika. The circle is
correctly overlocked on to the red base & is double sided.
There is a loop at one end for the pole to go through. Shows
nice age & staining in some areas. Measures 2.3m x73cm.
VGC
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72 - SIG P220 PISTOL
A Swiss Military issue Sig model P220 semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm cal barrel. The slide with original sights and
is marked with Swiss Cross on the top and SIG on the left
hand side. All serial numbers are matching and have correct
A prefix for Military issue. Metalwork has most original finish but shows some holster wear. ExC original grips and
includes original leather holster. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

80 - SWORD BOOK
Swords of the British Army - The Regulation Patterns 17881914 by Brian Robson. Hard cover, medium format, 191
pages, B&W photos. A must have reference book, long out
of print. VGC
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81 - BAYONET BOOK
British and Commonwealth Bayonets by Skennerton &
Richardson. Hard cover, large format, 404 pages. B&W
photos. A must have for the collector, long out of print.
VGC

73 - SWINBURN FLINTLOCK MUSKET
A late Flintlock period musket in the style of the long land
pattern (Brown Bess) by Birmingham Military maker Swinburn, 39” 660 cal 16 bore round barrel with Birmingham
proof marks. The lock plate marked Swinburn 1851. Plain
brass furniture. Metalwork has nice dark patina without pitting. ExC original woodwork and includes original rod and
leather sling. VG-ExWO&C NLR
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74 - THREE BAND SNIDER
A British/NZ Military three band snider rifle, 33 1/2” .577
cal barrel with original sights and British proved. The lockplate marked with Royal Cypher and BSA etc 1181 as well
as broad arrow marked and complete with chain. The brass/
buttplate is NZ marked and triggerguard is missing a screw.
Metalwork has dark patina with some light speckling. GC
woodwork missing a swivel. The rod is a made up replacement and firing pin is missing otherwise GC ALR

82

75 - SNIDER CARBINE
A British/NZ Military two band snider Aritillery carbine,
21 1/2” .577 cal barrel with original sights & bayonet lug.
British proved and WD marked with the chamber marked
N81Z. Lockplate with crown, broad arrow and 1880 Bonehill manufactures mark and has safety chain. Metalwork has
dark to grey patina with light speckling. Brass trigger guard
and butt plate also WD marked. GC original woodwork also
marked N81Z on tang, WD cartouche on stock as well as
W HAZARD GUNMAKER AUCKLAND stamp. Includes
leather sling and rod. GWO&C ALR
76 - ROYAL ARTILLERY OFFICERS SWORD
A British pattern 1821 Artillery Officers sword, 32 1/2”
slightly curved blade and double edged for the last 11 inches.
The blade is etched on both sides and marked Henry Wilkinson Pall Mall London and features Royal Cypher as well as
being marked Madras Artillery and the Officers name Henry
Sind Armstrong, also marked with serial #8648 on the spine.
The blade is in ExC and retains near all finish. Steel guard
with sword knot slit. The shagreen is pealing slightly and the
wire is intact. VGC original steel scabbard. ExC
77 - BRITISH NAVAL SWORD
A pattern 1827 Victorian Period non commision Officers
Naval sword, 31 1/4” blade, double edge for the last 10
inches. The blade is etched and has Victorian Crown and
retailer name J Craknell Navel Outfitter 49 Queen Street
Portsea. The blade is in VGC with a few areas of staining. Brass guard with Naval emblem. Straight back piece
without lions head and dark shagreen grip with brass wire,
includes gold and black rope and original leather and brass
scabbard. VGC
78 - SCOTTISH BROADSWORD
A circa 1860 Scottish highland regiments NCO Broadsword, 32 3/4” double edge blade with twin fullers for 2/3
of the blade on both sides and faint etching. Basket hilt
with heart shaped piercings and original leather and red felt
lining. GC shagreen covered grip with steel wire. Includes
scabbard with plating chipping. GC
79 - PATTERN 1912 SWORD
British Military pattern 1912 Cavalry Officers sword, 35”
etched blade with fullers on both sides.Shagreen and copper
wire grip. The bowl type guard engraved with floral pattern.
Includes original scabbard but does not lock in place. VGC
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

83 - WEBLEY GREEN ARMY REVOLVER
A circa 1890’s British Webley Green Army model double
action hinged frame revolver, 6” .455 cal hexagonal barrel marked with Birmingham proofs .455/476 (calibers)
and Army and Navy CSL (retailer). The top strap is marked
“WG” ARMY MODEL on the left hand side. The frame is
marked Webleys patent and logo. Metalwork has most original blue, thinning on the edges. The white steel parts have
only slight staining. ExC original wooden grips with lanyard ring on the base. VGWO&C CLR
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84 - BEAUMONT - ADAMS REVOLVER
A British Military 5 shot 54 bore double action percussion
revolver, 5 1/2” octagonal barrel marked LAC (London
Armury Co.) and proved. The action marked WD and Adams patent. Metalwork has some pinpricking and grey to
well used silver patina. VGC original grips with hole drilled
through for lanyard rope. GWO&C NLR

84
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82 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
A circa 1870’s English Tranter double action cartridge revolver, 5” octagonal .450 cal barrel marked with retailers
name E.M REILLY & CO. 502 OXFORD ST. LONDON
and also marked with caliber and Birmingham proof marks.
The frame is marked Tranters patent as is the swinging type
ejector for the 6 shot cylinder which is also proved. The action is borderline engraved and the screws with sunbursts.
Metalwork has most bright blue on the barrels and thinning
finish on the frame. The trigger guard and hammer have
staining. ExC one piece chequered walnut grip. Contained
in its original red baize lined oak case with Reilly trade label. VG-ExWO&C
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85 - ADAMS ARMY REVOLVER
A British Adams model 1867 double action Army revolver,
6” .450 boxer cal, octagonal barrel with Adams address.
The frame marked Adams patent and trade mark. Action is
strong. Metalwork has dark patina with some bruising on
the edges. VGC one piece wooden grip with lanyard loop
but no ring. GWO&C CLR
86 - ANTIQUE BULLET MOULD
A bronze twin cavity 50 bore bullet mould for a Tranter
cased pistol. Marked Tranters Patent No 50. ExC
87 - SMALL BAG SHAPED FLASK
Percussian pistol powder flask with fixed charge spout,
120mm overall length, plain copper body. VGC
88 - BAG SHAPED FLASK
An English Bartran bag shaped flask as found in English or
Colt cased revolvers. Patent top marked Bartram, 180mm
overall length. Uncleaned aged patina with some slight
dings. VGC
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89 - EBONY TURN SCREW
Ebony handle Turn screw as found in good cased sets. VGC
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90 - WEBLEY BOOK
The Webley Story by Dowell. Hard cover, large format,
B&W photos, 337 pages. Long considered the ‘Bible’ on
the subject, a must have and long out of print. ExC
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91 - COLT SINGLE ACTION BOOK
Colt Cavalry, Artillery and Military Revolvers 1873-1903
by K Cochran. Hard cover, large format, 285 pages and
B&W photos. A very indepth book for the Colt Single action collector. ExC

5
92 - COLT PEACEMAKER BOOK
Colt Peacemaker British Model by K Cochran. Hard cover,
large format, 159 pages and B&W photos. Indepth look into
the London agency single action Colts. VGC

100
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93 - CONFEDERATE HANDGUN BOOK
Confederate Handguns by Albaugh. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos, and 250 pages. Ideal reference for the
US civil war collector. VGC
94 - COLT MATCH TARGET PISTOL
A circa 1966 manufacture Colt Match Target variant of the
Woodsman .22lr pistol, 6” slab sided bull barrel with factory adjustable sights. Marked with Colt address, rampant
horse and Match Target as well as German proof marks.
The slide marked Colt Automatic etc. Metalwork retains
near all bright blue etc, original target chequered wooden
grips and includes original magazine. One of the best examples we have seen. ExWO&C B/CLR

103

105 - 303 MAGAZINE CUT OFF
For the SMLE MKIII and includes screw. VGC

107 - SLR MAGAZINES
Two 20R 7.62x51 cal magazines for the L1A1. Thinning
paint finish. GC
95

108 - SLR MAGAZINE
20R magazine for the L1A1 7.62x51 cal rifle. Marked R.F.I
66, most original finish. VGC
109 - L1A1 FOREWOOD
Synthetic British pattern forewood for the L1A1 rifle. Three
rectangular vents. VGC

96

97 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOVLER
US Ruger single action .22lr/.22 mag cal revolver, 5 1/2”
barrel with original adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork with a few scratches. Includes its .22 mag cylinder.
VGC original grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

110 - UZI SMG
A circa 1980’s Isreali Military Industries UZI 9mm S.M.G,
10” 9mm barrel with custom built supressor which has the
same thread as the factory end nut (which means no thread
has been cut on the barrel). The folded steel receiver with
original sights and three position selector switch. The left
hand side is marked 9mm S.M.G UZI, serial # and IMI.
Metalwork has all original factory matte finish. ExC black
plastic forend and pistol grip, steel underfolding type stock.
Includes a 30R and 20R magazine, instruction manual,
sling and cleaning kit. One of the best examples we have
offered for sale in like new ExWO&C CLR

97

98 - SINGLE ACTION .22 REVOLVER
An Italian Army Jager Sherrif’s model .22 single action
6 shot revolver, 5 1/2” barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork has near all original blue finish, VGC wooden grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

101 - SMLE MKIII RIFLE
An Australian Military WWII period Lithgow arsenal NO
I MKIII .303 cal bolt action rifle, 25” barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist marked MA Lithgow
SMLE III * 1941. Metalwork with nearly all its finish, ExC
woodwork with markings for Orange arsenal overhall in
1945. ExWO&C ALR

106 - 308 BREN MAGAZINE
L4 7.62x51 cal Bren gun magazine, will also fit the L1A1 &
L1A2. As new ExC.

94

96 - HI-STANDARD PISTOL
A good quality US Hi-Standard model B semi automatic
.22lr cal pistol, 6 3/4” round barrel with fixed sights. Frame
marked with patent info and slide marked HI-STANDARD
MODEL ‘B’. Metalwork has most overall blue thinning on
the edges. VGC original logo grips. Hammerless variant and
includes tan coloured leather holster. VGWO&C B/CLR

100 - P14 RIFLE
A US Winchester manufactured for the British Military
circa 1915-17 P14 .303 cal bolt action rifle, 27” barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked with * inside cirle and W prefix on the seial #. The receiver is British
Military proved, broad arrow marked and with Parker Hale
range sight fitted. Metalwork has dark patina with dulling
blue. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

103 - D DAY INVASION DAGGER
Scarce WWII British Military spike blade dagger, 6 1/4”
four sided spike blade with concave blood grooves on eachside, 4 1/2” knurled steel handle with lanyard hole. Includes
steel spike bayonet style scabbard. VGC
104 - SPIKE BAYONET SCABBARD
A seldom seen late WWII plastic scabbard for the SMLE
spike bayonet. Plastic half round with steel throat and makers mark on the back. Has canvas frog. VGC

102

95 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL
A nice high quality US circa 1928 Colt Woodsman .22lr
semi automatic pistol, 6 1/2” round barrel with original
sights, Colt address and paten information. Left hand side
is marked with Belgium foriegn made proof marks and
“THE WOODSMAN”. The slide marked Colt etc. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue with a few minor
scratches. ExC original chequered wooden grips and original Colt marked magazine, hard to find a better example.
ExWO&C B/CLR

99 - LONG TOM RIFLE
A British/NZ Military Lee Enfield MKI* bolt action rifle,
30” .303 cal barrel with original sights fitted, the rear lobbing sight has been removed from the wrist which is marked
Crown/VR BSA Co 1901 L.EI.* on the other side. Metalwork has most dark original blue. VGC original woodwork
with some minor dings in the butt. Clear BSA cartouche and
II.* markings. The brass butt plate with trap is NZ Military
marked. ExWO&C ALR

102 - SMLE MKIII RIFLE
WWII Australian Military Lee Enfeild No1 MKIII* .303 cal
bolt action rifle, 25” barrel with original sights and bayonet
lug and the wrist fitted with range sight and marked Lithgow
1941. Metalwork with most overall finish. The woodwork
is in GC and has been Maori carved from the breech to the
first barrel band. GWO&C

98

111 - GALIL AUTOMATIC RIFLE
A scarce and desirable Isreali Military Galil select fire
.223 cal rifle, 18” barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and
original sights. The receiver marked AR GALIL CALIBER
5.56/223 MODEL 362 IMI. Three position selector above
the grip on the left hand side and also AK type selector on
right hand side of the receiver. Metalwork has most thinning
black paint finish. VGC original synthetic forend and pistol grip as well as original steel folding stock. Includes 30R
magazine. VGWO&C CLR

110

99
111

112

112 - FN G1 RIFLE
An ex German Military G1 version of the FNFAL rifle, 24”
barrel including the flash hider with bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver marked FN with Herstal address and
the otherside Gew Kal 7.62 FN. Modified to only fire semi
automatic. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC original wooden pistol grip butt stock as well as correct metal
folding bipod forend and carry handle. Includes two 20R
magazines and BFA. VG-ExWO&C ELR
113 - 50R UZI MAGAZINE
An aftermarked 50R magazine for the UZI SMG. All original nickel plated finish. VGC

6
114 - UZI MAGAZINES
Two 32R 9mm UZI magazines in their original leather
pouch. VGC

124 - DEANE DOUBLE PERCUSSION PISTOL
An antique over & under double percussion belt pistol, 4
1/2” approx 44 cal/54 bore barrels with captive ram rod
and marked G&J DEANE LONDON BRIDGE on the top.
The action is scroll engraved and has half cock safeties (one
broken) and belt clip on left hand side which has its cock
missing and the otherside is broken at the tip. Metalwork
has dark patina. FC woodwork with small chip and percussion cap trap in the butt. A good project gun. FC NLR

117

115 - UZI BAYONET
An original bayonet for the Isreali 9mm UZI S.M.G, 6 1/2”
spear point blade, plastic grips and scabbard. VGC
116 - UZI BARREL
Replacement barrel for full size 9mm UZI. In as new ExC
117 - COLT GOVERNMENT MODEL PISTOL
US Colt series 70 Government model semi automatic pistol
circa 1976, 5” .45acp cal barrel with original fixed sight.
The slide marked COLTS’S MK IV/SERIES 70 etc. Metalwork has most original blue thinning on the grip straps and
a couple of small line marks on the slide. ExC original Colt
logo wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
118 - COLT NATIONAL MATCH PISTOL
A Colt circa 1961 National Match variation of the 1911
type pistol, 5” .38 special mid range cal barrel. The slide
fitted with factory adjustable sights. Marked NATIONAL
MATCH COLT AUTOMATIC .38 SPECIAL MID RANGE
& Hartford address on the other side. Metalwork has most
original blue thinning on the grip straps and a few scratches
on the slide. VGC original wood grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

115

119

123 - DEMPSEY FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Circa 1780’s Flintlock brass mounted coaching pistol by
Irish maker Dempsey, 6 1/2” approx. .61 cal round barrel
with captive ram rod. The lock plate is marked Dempsey and
has roller type frizen spring. Metalwork with grey patina.
The woodwork with a few aged bora holes otherwise VGC
and brass triggerguard with acorn finial engraved with initals and sea horse like monster (most likely a family crest).
The ation is only locking on half cock otherwise GWO&C

127 - VIETNAM HAND GRENADE
A Soviet designed ‘pineaple’ deactivated hand grenade. Olive and black colour. Base marked with Chinese characters
and A-62-32. ExC NLR
121

128 - VIETNAM HAND GRENADE
Similar to previous lot but without markings. ExC NLR

127

122

120 - LLAMA .22 PISTOL
A Spanish LLAMA Airlite .22lr semi automatic pistol
styled on the Colt 1911, 3 1/2” barrel with fixed sights on
the slide which is marked LLAMA etc. Metalwork has near
all original blue with a few small areas of speckling. VGC
original wooden grips. An interesting novelty for the 1911
collector. VGWO&C CLR

122 - TAP ACTION PISTOL
An antique English Flintlock double barrel tap action box
lock pistol, 3 1/2” approx 44 cal/55 bore turn of barrels.
The left hand side of the frame has a makers name which
can not be made out & the right is marked London inside a
stand of flags motif. The tap allows one or both barrels to be
fired at once. Metalwork has grey silver patina. GC original one piece grip with vacant silver escucheon. GWO&C
NLR

126 - VIETNAMESE BOX MINE
A North Vietnamese Soviet PMD-6 style wooden box mine.
Has the wooden charge cradle and firing pin with ring but
no other parts. An extremely rare mine. ExC NLR

126

120

119 - LLAMA 9MM PISTOL
A Spanish Llama brand model 7 9mm variant of the 1911
pistol similar to the STAR model B, 5” 9mm parabellum
cal barrel with fixed sights. The slide marked LLAMA & caliber etc. Metalwork with most overall blue thinning on the
edges & with some scratches, worn but GC original wooden
grips with lanyard ring at the base. GWO&C B/CLR

121 - DEMPSEY POCKET PISTOL
A circa 1780 Flintlock pocket/muff pistol by Irish marker
Dempsey of Dublin, 3 1/4” approx. .50 cal round barrel
with grooved sight with front bead. The barrel is marked
Dublin and with country registration number. The lockplate
is engraved with sunburst and borderline design as well
as marked DEMPSEY. The roller type frizen and 1/2 cock
safety which appears to be tight or at fault. GC woodwork
with aged dings and chequered grip with silver butt and
initial escucheons. A small aged crack between the ramrod
guide and trigger guard which is steel with pineaple finial.
GWO&C NLR

125 - PERCUSSION PISTOL
An antique circa mid 19th century European back action
percussion pistol, 8” approx .50 cal octagonal barrel without makers name. The action and cock are scroll engraved.
Metalwork has light to medium pitting all over with polished patina. GC one piece woodwork with percussion cap
trap in the butt. VGC

118

129

130 - RPG 7 ROCKET
A communist block inert rocket propelled grenade. This
model was made from the early 1960’s 90cm overall length,
olive colour. Missing the fin cover otherwise ExC.

123

131 - RPG SIGHT
A Soviet made sight for RPG launcher. Marked P90-7W as
well as Russian writing serial # and 1-75. Includes webbing
bag with accessories. ExC

124

125
130
132

129 - STICK GRENADE
A Chinese most likely Vietnam era stick grenade, 19.5cm
overall length. Wooden shaft marked with Chinese characters and 89. Black steel top and screw off tin base. ExC
NLR

132 - STECHKIN PISTOL
A Soviet Cold War period Stechkin APS machine pistol.
This pistol has been modified so it can only fire in semi
automatic mode, 5 1/2” 9mm Makarov cal barrel with original sights fitted. Left hand side of the slide marked with
Russian Polyany arsenal marking. Metalwork has near all
original finish. ExC brown plastic original chequered grips.
Includes its early wooden type shoulder stock/holster plus
spare magazine and leather strap. Some slight chipping in
the varnish on the stock otherwise ExWO&C B/CLR
133 - TOKAREV PISTOL
A Soviet Tokarev type 33 pistol, 4 1/2” 7.62 cal barrel. The
slide is a later replacement with finer grooves for cocking
the pistol. Metalwork with most overall blue, showing slight
holster wear. GC star logo grips. GWO&C B/CLR

133

134

135

134 - TOKAREV PISTOL
A Chinese Norinco model 213 variant of the type 51 semi
automatic pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm cal barrel with fixed sights on
the slide. Metalwork has near all original blue and marked
Norinco etc on the slide. ExC original black plastic star
logo grips and includes spare magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR
135 - STEYR-HAHN PISTOL
An Austrian Steyr model of 1911 semi automatic Chilean
contract pistol, 5” barrel chambered in 9mm Browning long
cal. Left hand side of the slide marked with Chilean crest,
STEYR 1912 MOD 1911. Right hand side marked ejercito
De Chile. Metalwork with near all overall blue ExC original
wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

7
136 - TOKAREV MAGAZINES
Two spare magazines for the Tokarev TT 7.62 cal pistol in
brown leather twin cell pouch with flaps. Domes marked
with star. VGC
137 - 7.62 TOKAREV AMMO
225R of 7.62mm Tokarev pistol ammo. Privi Partizam
brand in 25R packs. GC ALR

142
138

138 - 1813 IRON CROSS
A Napoleonic period German 2nd Class Iron Cross with
ribbon. Front marked Crown FW & oak leaves and 1813.
The core has gone an orange rusty colour in parts, measures
44x44mm. The ribbon is a bit tatty otherwise GC.
139 - 1870 IRON CROSS
A German circa Franco Prussian War Iron Cross of 1870
2nd Class. The front marked with Crown and W and 1870.
The back with 1813 date, oak leaves, FW & Crown. Minor
repairs to eyelit and inclues ribbon. Measures 41mmx41mm
approx. VGC

144

145

146

140 - IRON CROSS
Imperial German WWI 1914 1st Class Iron Cross. Pin back
type marked G, makers mark on the pin and 935 silver mark,
43mmx43mm approx. VGC

151 - WINCHESTER SHOTGUN BOOK
Winchester Shotguns by Adler. Hardcover, large format,
309 pages with colour photos. ExC VGC

147

152 - THOMPSON SMG BOOK
American Thunder - The Military Thomson Submachine
guns by Lannamico. Soft cover, large format, 290 pages
with B&W photos. VGC
153 - VICKERS GUN MANUAL
The Vickers Gun Simplified - pocket book and illustrated
guide put out by Whitcombe and Tombs NZ circa WWII.
GC

143 - PRUSSIAN AIRGUNNERS BADGE
WWI Imperial German Prussian Airgunners badge. Flat
back marked 935 under the flat bottle shaped pin, 65x46mm
approx. VGC

148

154 - LEWIS GUN MANUAL
An original manual printed in 1940 for the British Military
and reprinted for NZ by Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd. Entitled Lewis Gun Mechanisim Made Easy by Major Pridham.
B&W and colour illustrations. Now seldom seen. GC

144 - GERMAN PICKELHAUBE
An Imperial German WWI Prussian regimant leather Pickelhaube. The spike and badge are oxidised metal complete
with leather liner. The strap is a reproduction replacement.
VGC

155 - THOMPSON MANUAL
A British manual entitled TOMMY GUN RIFLE & BAYONET and put out by Whitcombe and Tombs NZ. GC

145 - WWI GERMAN PHOTO AND FRAME
An unusual & seldom seen photograph of an Imperial German Soldier in an artillery shaped metal frame with embossed Iron Cross at the top and gothic writing - Mit Gott fur
Kaiser und Reich. Most original black paint finish. Measures 24x11cm. VGC
146 - MAUSER C96 PISTOL
An Imperial German commercial variant of the C96
‘Broomhandle’ pre WWI pistol, 5 1/2” 7.63 cal barrel
marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N
and Imperial proved. Adjustable rear sight graduated to
900m. Milled panel receiver is marked WAFFENFABRIK
MAUSER etc. Metalwork has most overall blue thinning on
the edges and barrel, most fine blue on the extractor sight
and safety which is the early type. VGC original wooden
grips with correct fine line grooves but missing the lanyard
ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
147 - LUGER P08 PISTOL
An Imperial German WWI Erfurt luger pistol, 4” 9mm cal
barrel marked with Army test proof, serial number and
British nitro proof. The chamber dated 1916, the toggle
marked with Erfurt logo and Imperial Military proofs on
the right hand side. External serial numbers are matching.
Metalwork has most overall commercial style gloss finish re
blue with white paint in the markings. All external numbers
are matching except the magazine which is the correct type.
VGC correct wooden grips. GWO&C B/CLR

149 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
A good quality post war German Walther model PP semi automatic pistol, 3 3/4” .32 cal barrel with fixed sights on the
slide. Marked Walther with Ulm address. Metalwork with
nearly all bright original blue, ExC original black plastic
grips and Walther marked magazine. Hard to find a better
example. ExWO&C CLR
150 - MAUSER PISTOL BOOK
The Mauser self loading pistol by Belford & Dunlap. Hardcover, large format book with 208 pages and B&W photos.
A must have for the Mauser pistol collector, some discoloration of the pages otherwise GC.

141 - OBSERVORS BADGE
WWI Imperial German Bavarian observers badge, hollow
back type with flat bottle shaped pin 70x47mm approx.
142 - AUSTRIAN PILOTS BADGE
WWI Imperial German Austrian Pilots badge. The front
with red, white and green enamel finish and eagle in bronze.
The back marked with makers name - J.ZIMBLER WIEN.
VII. & the eagle attached with bent stakes. Measures approx
78mm across the wings x 65mm length. ExC

148 - WALTHER HP PISTOL
A Walther model HP Army pistol, the forerunner to the P38,
5” 9mm barrel with original sights. The left hand side of
the frame marked with Walther banner logo, Zella Mehlis
address, Walthers patent 9mm and Mod HP. The right hand
side with Waffen amt. Metalwork has most overall dulling
finish. The barrel and slide have been numbered with eletro
pencil to match the frame number. The frame and barrel
are only 500 digits apart in the 13,000 range and the slide is
in the 4000 range which would point to it being assembled
in the factory from parts. GC dark brown Bakelite grips
and Nazi marked magazine. Includes a post war type black
leather holster. GWO&C B/CLR

149

156 - BREN MANUAL
A small fold out instruction manual for the British Bren gun
circa WWII with colour and B&W illustrations. GC

159

158

157

157 - BROWNING LEVER ACTION RIFLE
A high quality Japanese made Browning BLR light weight
hunting rifle, 21” 30.06 cal blued barrel and action with Iron
sights. The receiver fitted with scope bases and removable
box magazine. Metalwork retains near all original blue.
ExC deluxe chequered walnut stock with only one small
scratch on the underside of the forend. ExWO&C ALR
158 - MARLIN LEVER ACTION RIFLE
US Marlin model 336xlr 30.30 cal lever action rifle, 23”
round barrel with half length magazine. Stainless steel finish in ExC and fitted with Tasco 1.5-4.5 telescopic scope.
ExC laminated grey wood stock. ExWO&C
159 - WINCHESTER COMMEMORATIVE RIFLE
A US Winchester M94 Lone Star Commemorative lever
action rifle, 20” octagonal to round barrel in 30.30 cal,
marked in Gold Lone Star Commemorative and Winchester
address. The gold plated action is borderline star engraved
and marked 1845-1970. Metalwork has nearly all original
blue and plating. VGC original woodwork with emblem in
the butt and some small dings otherwise ExWO&C ALR
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160 - SAVAGE LEVER ACTION RIFLE
A US Savage model 99 lever action rifle, 22” .308 cal barrel
with original sights and Savage Arms address and cal. The
action with internal magazine and tapped for scope bases.
Metalwork has most overall blue on the barrel and grey
patina on the action and lever. VGC woodwork. GWO&C
ALR

171 - RPD MAGAZINE
Drum magazine for the communist RPD machine gun in
7.62x54R cal. Retains near all finish and contained in a Chinese green webbing pouch. ExC

160

161

161 - COLT NO 3 DERRINGER
A nice example of a US Colt 3rd model single shot Derringer circa 1870’s in the 4000 serial range 3, 2 1/2” .41 short
RF cal and marked COLT (italic) and has original foresight.
Left hand side of the frame is marked 41 cal. Metalwork
ratains all original plating and the barrel has a dark patina
with traces of original finish. VGC original walnut grips
with some of the original varnish chipping away. Also includes its purse type holster. VGWO&C CLR

173 - AR15 MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot. VGC

174

175 - ZEPPLIN BADGE
WWI Zepplin badge without crown, two piece construction with flat bottle shaped pin and some oxidisation on the
back, 40x60mm approx. VGC
176 - WWI U BOAT BADGE
Imperial German U Boat badge. Copper coloured tin like
construction with hollow back and round pin, 50mmx48mm
approx. VGC
164

163

164 - MARBLES 1908 GAME GETTER PISTOL
A scarce and unusual American Marbles 1st model of 1908
Game Getter break action pistol, 18” .22rf over .44 shotshell barrels. Action is profusely Marbles stamped and metalwork retains most original dark blue. GC original hard
rubber grips with a crack through the right hand side logo
which could easily be glued. Includes its original and extremely rare brown leather holster which still has the shop
keepers logo. VGWO&C CLR

177 - GOLD CLOSE COMBAT CLASP
WWII Nazi German close combat clasp in gold with blackened field grade finish with highlights of gold. Coke bottle gold pin. The obverse marked FEC. WE . PEEKHAUS
BERLIN & AUSF A.G.M.U.K. GABLONZ, 19x22mm.
VGC
178 - BRONZE CLOSE COMBAT CLASP
WWII Nazi German close combat award in bronze. Obverse
with coke bottle shaped pin and marked with makers logo,
M.H in a square, 19mmx18mm. VGC

165 - H&R ‘HANDY GUN’ PISTOL
A single shot US H&R .410 cal pistol, 12” barrel with thinning blue and case colours on the action. VGC saw handled
chequered butt. VGWO&C CLR
166 - LUGER SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
A now seldom seen or offered for sale, type two 32R 9mm
cal snail drum magazine for the WWI German Artillery
model luger pistol. Metalwork retains most original blue
finish turning with minor speckle staining in some areas.
Marked with serial number, round indicators and Military
proof mark. VGC-ExC

174 - ZEPPLIN BADGE WITH CROWN
WWI Commemarative German Zepplin badge Naval version with imperial crown. The back with round pin and
marked CE JUNKER BERLIN with crescent moon, crown
and silver marking is a bit hard to read 9?0, measures approx 66mmx62mm. ExC

162

162 - S&W MODEL 1 1/2 REVOLVER
An antique US Smith & Wesson model 1 1/2 2nd issue single action revolver circa 1870, 3 1/2” .32 RF Long cal barrel marked with S&W address and patent info on the rib, the
side with Birmingham proof marks. Metalwork has dark to
grey patina without any major bruising. VGC original varnished wooden two piece grips. GWO&C CLR
163 - MARBLES 1921 GAME GETTER PISTOL
A second generation model of 1921 breach action double
barrel pistol by American company Marbles, 18” .22rf barrel over .44 shotshell or .410 2” cartridges. The chambers
marked with Marbles logo and cal information. Metalwork
retains most original blue. VGC original slabside grips with
underfolding metal stock. Complete with its original leather
holster broken at the strap. VGWO&C CLR

172 - AR15 MAGAZINE
30R black alluminuim magazine for the .223 cal AR15/
M16. VGC

177

180 - U BOAT BADGE
WWII Nazi German Naval U Boat badge. Gold wreath and
eagle with blackened Swastika and submarine with gold
highlights round pin and thinning finish on the obverse,
49mmx40mm approx. VGC

165

167 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE
Scarce and desirable Chinese made drum magazine to fit
any of the 7x39cal AK47/56S variants. Arsenal marked and
retains near all original finish. Front loading design similar
to the Thompson which is the most desirable to use. Includes Chinese marked green webbing pouch. ExC

166

168 - AK MAGAZINE
A 30R 7.62x39 cal AK47/56S magazine. Near all original
finish. ExC
169 - AK MAGAZINE
A 30R 7.62x39 cal AK47/56S magazine. Near all original
finish. ExC
170 - PPSH MAGAZINE
A 30R stick magazine for the PPSH41 7.62 cal WWII Russian SMG. ExC
181

179 - HIGH SEAS FLEET BADGE
WWII Nazi German Naval High Seas Fleet badge. Wreath,
eagle and Swastika in gold with blackened ship. Bottle
shaped pin, concave blackened back marked FEC. ADOLF
BOOK AUSF. SCHWERIN - BERLIN, 55x40mm approx
and 31mm accross the eagle. VGC

181 - BRITISH MILITARY COLT NAVY REVOLVER
A very rare British Military, late 4th model, Colt 1851 .36 cal
Navy percussion revolver, 7 1/2” barrel marked with Colt
New York address. The left hand side is marked next to the
wedge with broad arrow and Victorian cross and the right
hand side is marked also with broad arrow and TOWER.
The serial numbers are all matching with L suffix denoting
export to London L1870** circa 1866 manufacture. The
cylinder scene has been removed as was the custom of the
British Military. Metalwork has dark original patina all over.
All brass trigger guard and butt strap with Lanyard ring. The
left hand side grip has a faint Enfield arsenal stamp. This
gun is in the serial number range of the Egyptian Contract
that were sold through the London Agency and are marked
with Enfield stock stamp, however these are not known to
be marked with the Royal Crown, broad arrow or Tower
markings. This is an unique opportunity to obtain a scarce
Navy model. VGC NLR

9
187 - MANTON & SON FOWLING PIECE
A very nice high quality double barrel percussion fowling
piece by John Marton & Son of London circa 1844, 32”
12 bore barrels with brass end ramrod, marked John Marton & Son Dover Street London on the rib and the serial
number with London proof marks underneath. There is a
small section of engraving at the breech extending to the
tang and platinum plugs. The barrels retain most overall
brown and are in ExC with a small section of pinpricking
near the muzzle on one of the barrels. The action is marked
JOHN MANTON & SON PATENT and is engraved with
foliage and bird designs. The steel trigger guard extends
to a pineaple finial at the front and speer shape at the rear
and is engraved with pheasants and dog scene. ExC walnut
stock that is chequered at the wrist. Vacant silver escucheon
on the tang as well as pineaple finial at the front. The steel
butt plate extends in to the stock and is also engraved. Contained in its original green baize lined case with orignal
trade label. Inside the case is its Hawksley ribbed type flask
and leather shot bag as well as nipple key and patch cutter,
cleaning rod and equipment. A very nice high grade fowling
piece by one of the worlds great makers. VGWO&C NLR

MAJOR J.A WALLINGFORD M.C
(1872-1944)
The following two pistols were owned by Major Wallingford and providence will be provided to the successful bidders.
182 - S&W NEW MODEL NO3 REVOLVER
This revolver was used by Major Wallingford at Bisley
and other competitions, where he was a multiple champion. A circa early 1900’s Smith & Wesson new model No3
single action target revolver, serial #341**, 6 1/2” barrel
chambered in .455 caliber, marked SMITH & WESSON
SPRINGFIELD MASS USA and with Birmingham proof
marks, which are also on the chambers. The sights are the
factory adjustable rear and a modified target foresight. Metalwork retains 95% original bright high gloss commercial
blue thinning only slightly at the muzzle and on the edges of
the cylinder and a few scratches on the cylinder. The hammer retains most case colours and there are traces on the
trigger guard. ExC original chequered walnut grips. All serial numbers are matching. This is the finest example we
have seen with truly unique provedence. A unique opputunity for the advanced collector. ExWO&C B/CLR

186

187

183 - WEBLEY & SCOTT .22 TARGET PISTOL
The following pistol was owned by Major Wallingford who
was an Olympic medalist in 1908 as well as a Military Cross
recipiant during the Great War. A circa 1917 manufactured
model of 1911 single shot .22RF target pistol, 6 3/4” barrel
with original target sights. The slide marked with logo and
WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD, LONDON & BIRMINGHAM
and the other side ‘22 RIM FIRE LONG. Metalwork retains most original finish thinning in areas. ExC hard rubber
original chequered grips and the butt is the type cut for a
shoulder stock. A nice example of this early target pistol
with unique providence. VGWO&C B/CLR
184 - ELEY CARTRIDGE BOARD
A circa 1920’s cartridge board for English company Eley.
Wooden frame with glass front measures 71cmHx57cmW
and marked in black ELEY CARTRIDGES & NOBEL INDUSTRIES LIMITED. The center of the board with ELEY
trademark logo in gold, blue and red circled by twenty paper and brass shotgun shells including two window shells.
The background is light blue painted wood and has rifle cartridges around the edge as well as heart design of rim fire
cartridges at the top and bottom, a circle of pistol cartridges
plus wads & percussion caps. A highly desirable piece for
the gun room. ExC NLR
185 - GREENER RIFLE
A high quality Martini action falling block, large game rifle
by W.W Greener circa 1900, 27” 577/450 cal barrel with
4 leaf rear sight and seperate slide adjustable rear sight.
The rib is with ornate swamped pattern design and marked
at the rear W.W GREENER 68 HAYMARKET LONDON.
The action is also engraved with cross design at the border
and pebble/swamped effect in the center and also marked
W.W GREENER on both sides. The loading handle with its
original horn grip. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue. VCG deluxe chequered walnut pistol grip butt stock
with steel butt plate with trap. The butt plate is also engraved with similar design. Chequered forend and with horn
tip. A very high quality sporting rifle for the discerning collector. A world class example. ExWO&C ALR
186 - HARKOM PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE
A circa 1850’s double barrel percussion fowler by Scottish
maker Joseph Harkom circa 1850’s, 30” 12 bore damascus
barrels marked HARKOM EDINBURGH and platnium
bands. The back action lock is engraved with scrolls and
pheasants as well as the makers name. The cocks are also
engraved. Metalwork with grey patina. VGC woodwork,
chequered at the wrist, engraved steel triggerguard and finial
as well as the butt plate which extends in to the stock. Silver cross pin escucheons and complete with ebony ramrod.
VGWO&C NLR

188 - BARBAR FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
An exquisite pair of silver mounted holster pistols by James
Barbar circa 1766, 9” 20 bore round steel barrels carved at
the breech extending to rococo design thumb pieces. The
barrels are marked BARBER and have London view and
proof marks as well as Barbar’s makers mark. The lock
plates are typical of his style, plain with rounded surfaces
and curved point toward the butt. The cocks are of a simple elegant design and engraved with borderline and small
floral motifs. The one piece walnut stocks are relief carved
around the lock plates and have shell pattern carving on
the tangs. The stocks are flared at the butts and have silver
grotesque masks, mounts, eschucheons, back plates and
ram rod guides. The mounts are silver hallmarked for John
King 1766 of London. Triggerguards are of eliptical shape
and extend into shell and flower finials. The lock plates and
mounts have foliate and shell pattern designs. The original
ram rods are whale bone with flared walnut tips capped
in steel. An almost identical pair of pistols are pictured in
Dixons book - Georgian Pistols. A unique opportunity for
the advanced collector to purchase a nice untouched pair
of mid 18th century pistols by one of Londons best makers,
renowned for making well balanced pistols of the highest
quality. EXWO&C NLR est $22,000
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****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***
189 - TWO HANDGUN BOOKS
Two coffee table style hard cover books. Both large format
and colour photos. Handguns by Wilkinson and The Complete Handgun 1300 to the Present by Hogg. VGC

188

184

190 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Two hard cover, large format coffee table style books. Both
with colour photos. The Worlds Encyclopedia of Modern
Guns by Cormack and Modern Sporting Guns by Stevenson. VGC
191 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Two large format, hard cover coffee table style books. The
New Encyclopedia of Handguns by Chant and Firearms by
Wilkinson, both with colour photos. VGC
192 - AMMO BOXES
Assorted MTM rifle ammo plastic boxes. GC
193 - 308 RELOADING DIES
Hornady 308 three die set. One neck die, one full length die
and one seating die. GC
194 - 30.06 RELOADING DIES
Two die set of Lee Reloading dies in 30.06 Springfield cal.
GC
195 - RCBS BRAND RELOADING DIES
One neck die, one full length die and one seating die. GC
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196 - 6.5X55 SWEDISH BRASS CASES
At least 70 once fired lapua 6.5x55 brass cases. GC

215 - VIETNAM HATS
Three Vietnamese hats, two peak type and one Safari style
with providence note. GC

197 - 22-250 CAL BRASS CASES
100R Remington brand 22.250 brass. NEW
198 - ASSORTED 30.06 BRASS
Approx 50R Remington and approx 50R Winchester, 30.06
unprimed brass. GC

208
210
209

216 - VIETNAM MEMORABILIA
An enamel on wood painting of the Cuchi Tunnels plus Vietnamese citizen id card, 5 propaganda leaflets and plastic
bags marked with a picture of a bullet and Vietnamese writing. GC

199 - 223 RELOADING DIES
3 die reloading set in 223, one Hornady Neck sizing die, one
RCBS full length sizing die, one RCBS seating die and one
shell holder. GC

217 - VIETNAM PLACQUES
Three Shield shaped Vietnam placques. One ANZAC Batalion 68-69, one US 1st Recon Batalion with Vietnam period
address label for Danang on the back and one NZ SAS. GC

200 - COMPETITION SEATING RELOADING DIE
One Redding Micrometer competition seating die 308. GC

218 - EIGHT VIETNAM BOOKS
All soft cover, medium format. The Killing Zone -The NZ
Infantry in Vietnam by Smith, signed by the authour and
approx 30 Veterans. The War In Cumbodia 1970-75, Arimies of the Vietman war (2), The War in Laos and other
titles. GC

201 - 303 RELOADING DIES
One full length die, one Neck sizing die and one bullet seating die. GC
202 - 303 ASSORTED LOT
Approx 70R Boxer primed and unprimed 303 brass, 19R
Winchester 303 factory ammo, approx 200 .150g 303 projectiles. GC ALR

219 - SOG BOOK
SOG - A Photo History of the Secret Wars by Plaster. Hard
cover, large format with B&W photos and 140 pages. ExC

220

220 - RUGER OLD ARMY PISTOL
A percussion US Ruger Old Army model revolver, 7 1/4”
.44 cal stainless steel barrel and action. Metalwork with a
few small scratches, GC original wood grips. VGWO&C

203 - FEDERAL PRIMERS
1700 Federal small rifle primers. GC
221

204 - GUN VISE
Tipton brand gun vise for bench top maintanance. VGC

221 - RUGER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
US made single acton 6 shot revolver, 4 1/2” .357/38 special cal barrel with orignal sights. Metalwork with near all
original blue. ExC original grips and includes a leather hip
holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

205 - ASSORTED .308 CAL PROJCTILES
At least 500+ projectiles, assorted manufactures, good
quantities of each. GC
222

206 - 22 CAL PROJECTILES
Assorted lot of at least 400 projectiles. GC

222 - REPRODUCTION S/A REVOLVER
An Italian Army Jager Frontier model remake of Colt
1873 SAA, 5 1/4” .357 blued barrel, case coloured frame.
Metalwork has most original finish brass furniture and
GC wooden grips with some dings, includes original box.
VGWO&C B/CLR

207 - NOSLER BALLISTIC TIP 308 PROJECTILES
Approx 110 125g Nosler Ballistic tip, 308 projectiles. GC
208 - WINCHESTER 04 RIFLE
US Winchester single shot .22lr model 04 bolt action rifle, 21” round barrel with Winchester address and original
sights. Metalwork with grey to dark patina. GC refinished
woodwork. FWO&C ALR

211

212

209 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE
US Stevens Favourite single shot rifle, 21” octagonal to
round barrel in .32 long cal and with correct sights and
most original blue. VGC original woodwork with hard rubber Stevens logo butt plate. VGWO&C ALR

224 - 308 AMMO
120R of Australian match grade F4 308 FMJ in 40R packs
inside a metal ammo can. VGC
225 - 308 F4 AMMO
120R of Australian match grade F4 308 in original boxes.
ExC ALR

210 - STEVENS FAVOURITE RIFLE
A .22lr single shot 22” round threaded barrel missing sights
and reblued. GC woodwork. GC ALR
211 - REMINGTON .22 RIFLE
Autoloading model .22 rifle, 21” round barrel with original
sights and marked Remington etc. Metalwork with dark
patina, GC woodwork with tube magazine in butt. Missing
forend screws. GWO&C ALR
212 - 9MM GARDEN GUN
German single shot Anschutz 9mm Flobert bolt action rifle,
25” round barrel with original sights and marked Anschutz.
Metalwork with near all original blue. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR
213 - ANSCHUTZ .22 RIFLE
Single shot bolt action .22lr German made rifle, 22” barrel
with original sights, chamber marked Anschutz. Near all
original bright blue. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
214 - GECO GARDEN GUN
6mm Flobert single shot bolt action rifle, 22” round barrel
marked Geco model 1925 & cal, chamber with logo. Most
overall blue, VGC original woodwork. VG-ExWO&C ALR

223 - RUGER OLD ARMY REVOLVER
US made percussion 6 shot .44 cal revolver, 7 1/4” barrel
with original adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork is
in ExC as are the wooden grips. Includes box and nipple
key. ExWO&C B/CLR

226 - 308 F4 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
227 - 303 AMMO
90R of Surplus Military .303 ammo contained in 15R packets in 5R chargers and dated 1942. GC

213
214

228 - 303 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC
229 - 303 AMMO
A round cardboard container of 1968 dated CAC head
stamped 303 FMJ. Approx 70R.
230 - 5.45X39 AMMO
240R of Burnaul brand FMJ ammo for the AK47 or similar,
in factory packets. ExC ALR
231 - 9MM AMMO
Approx 315R of 9mm FMJ ammo, 200R Norinco and 115
Privipartizan. GC ALR
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232 - MAUSER SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
A German Mauser model 712 full automatic version of the
1930 Broomhandle Mauser pistol, 5 1/2” 7.63 cal barrel
marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N
and proved on the side, fitted with original sights. Left hand
side of the frame fitted with Westinger type selector and has
the banner logo, the other side marked with Obendorf address etc. Metalwork has most original blue that has dulled
over time and thinning on the leading edges. Has 10R removable magazine with banner logo. GC original grips with
large type lanyard ring. VGWO&C CLR

232

242 - SS PIN
Nazi German SS logo silver pin. The runes with diagonal
pattern and a 1cm section of the pin is grooved, 3.8cmH.
VGC

235 - DOUBLE DATE LUGER
Weimar period DWM re-work of a pre WWI Luger pistol,
4” 9mm barrel without serial number, chamber dated 1920
over 1911 the toggle marked DWM. Metalwork with most
overall finish, thinning on the grip straps. The gun is missing the hold open latch but otherwise appears complete. The
grips and carved with initials and notches and have been
varnished, frame is correct without stock lug. GC B/CLR

244 - SS TINNIE
A SS unit Raleigh tinnie dated 2 July 1936 and marked
QUELINBURG & HEINRICH at the base. Makers logo on
the back and pin latch. GC

238 - GERMAN WWI HELMET
A WWI German Military steel helmet. Was picked up by
the vendors father on a trip to Rheims in 1925 and has hand
written period note stating this. Has no liner and has been
repainted otherwise GC
239 - FRENCH HELMET
WWI steel French helmet picked up near Rheims in France
in 1925 by the vendors father with period note to this effect.
No liner and repainted. GC
240 - NAZI STEIN
A Nazi drinking stein ceramic with white background with
party flag design. The base marked with Eagle and Swastika as well as DR GM and NO12 316. The pewter lid with
deaths head in B&W and faint makers logo inside. GC

245 - SS CAP EAGLE
Silver SS Cap badge with Eagle over Swastika. Hollow
back, 37mmx25mm approx. VGC

234

246 - WWII GERMAN BELT
Nazi German Army buckle and belt. Marked 1940 HERMAN KNOLLER. GC
247 - GERMAN BELT
WWII German leather belt without buckle, black leather
marked with makers stars and with steel latch. VGC

235

248 - PRUSSIAN BELT BUCKLE
WWI Imperial German Prussian Belt buckle. The brass has
been polished and logo with Prussian Crown and GOT MIT
UNS. GC
249 - GERMAN HANOVER BELT BUCKLE
A scarce WWI Hanover emblem belt buckle, Hanover emblem with GOTT MIT UNS. Some loss of plating on the
edges. GC

236

250 - MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE
A WWII Nazi German MP44 Assault rifle, 16” 7.9 kurz cal
barrel with original sights and correct hood fitted. The receiver marked above the selector MP44 (which has been
modified to fire only semi automatic). The gun also has
Waffen-amts in several places, the forend is code marked
aqr as well as bnz Steyr makers code on the receiver and
British Nitro proofs also on the barrel. Metalwork has most
overall finish the stock # and frame are matching. VGC
original Bakelite grips and laminated butt stock, includes
correct magazine with Waffen-amt removed. VG-ExWO&C
ELR

237

236 - BERETTA .32 CAL PISTOL
A seldom seen post war variant of the model 1934 pistol but
chambered in .32acp cal, 3 1/4” barrel. The slide with fixed
sights and Beretta address. Metalwork has nearly all original finish. ExC original Beretta logo grips. ExWO&C CLR
237 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
A Belgian Browning semi automatic pistol, 3 3/8” .32 cal
barrel. The slide is marked FN etc. with Herstal address.
Metalwork has most overall original blue with some minor
scratches and thinning on the edges. VGC original FN logo
grips and correct magazines. VGWO&C CLR

243 - SS EIGHT YEAR PIN
Nazi German SS Eight Year pin in gold. Round circle with
Swastika and runes, the pin with grooves, 50mmH. VGC

233

233 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
WWI circa 1917 1911 semi automatic, 5” .45 acp cal barrel
with inspection and proof marks, slide fitted with original
Barley Corn foresight and fixed rear sight. Left hand side is
marked with patent dates ending in 1913 and COLTS PT
FA MFG CO. HARTFORD etc and the logo. Right hand
side is marked MODEL OF 1911 US ARMY. The frame is
marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY & Major Stewarts
inspection mark. The serial number is on the other side of
the frame. Early correct flat type main spring housing with
lanyard ring. Metalwork has most overall thinning original blue. VGC original chequered wooden grips that have
been carved with a W on both sides. Correct two tone type
original magazine. This is the best example of a WWI US
Military issue 1911 we have had for sale. ExWO&C BLR
234 - NORWEGIAN MODEL 1914 PISTOL
A scarce Norwegian version of the 1911 pistol built under
license from Colt by the Kongsberg Arsenal circa 1925,
5” .45acp cal barrel with correct sights. The slide marked
11.25mm AUT. PISTOL M/1914 and the otherside dated
1925. All visible numbers except the safety are matching
(correct replacement and numbered type). Metalwork has
most overall finish with a couple of minor small areas of
pin prick marks on the slide. VGC original Birch grips and
correct magazine with lanyard ring. A hard to find variant
for the 1911 collector and in better than average condition.
VGWO&C B/CLR

241 - NAZI BEER BOTTLE
WWII glass Carlsberg beer bottle. Marked on the base with
Swastika also on the ceramic lid/stopper. VGC

240

251
250
252

251 - GERMAN MG42 MACHINEGUN
WWII Nazi German Machine gun, 27” barrel with flash hider, ventilated shroud and original sights. The barrel has been
rechambered in 7.62x51 cal. The left hand side rear of the
receiver is marked FG M.G 42 serial # and dfb (Gustloff co.
Suhl) as well as Waffen-amt and another code of arz. Metalwork has most overall matte black finish. VGC wooden
pistol grip and Bakelite rear stock. Missing the bipod otherwise complete. Other than the barrel there are no post
war markings so could be reconverted to 8mm if required.
VGWO&C CLR
252 - MG34 MACHINEGUN
WWII period Nazi German 8mm cal machinegun, 27 1/2”
barrel with flash hider original sights and folding bipod.
The chamber marked dot1944 (arsenal code Brunn plant,
Czechoslovakia) and has the serial # overstamped. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC Bakelite grips and
wooden butt stock. Missing carry handle otherwise complete. VGWO&C CLR
253 - MG42 BARREL AND CASE
A spare barrel for the German M.G in its original single carrier bore is good, Waffen-amt near the chamber, has had the
# overstamped at some point, the case with strap, makers
mark and 42 date. VGC
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254 - SADDLE DRUM POUCH
A hard to find, late WWII, soft canvas saddle drum carrier
for the MG34/42. Green canvas with brown leather straps
and piping. One of the leather loops has Waffen-amt, code
mark ?K and date of 4?. The canvas shows oil and dirt staining otherwise VGC

266

255 - GERMAN MG MAGAZINE CASE
A late war pattern canvas over cardboard two cell drum
magazine hard case for the MG 34/42. One of the leather
straps has Waffen-amt and CXO 44 markings. VGC
256 - MG 34/42 MAGAZINE
A single drum magazine for the WWII German machinegun, green painted finish and code marked ddf. Includes
50R of link also code marked etc. VGC

267 - RUSSIAN AK47
A Soviet Union select fire AK47 assault rifle, 16 1/2” 7x39
cal barrel with muzzle break, bayonet lug and original
sights. The receiver is folded metal type and marked with
* and 1969 date. Metalwork with most overall finish, GC
original laminated forend and butt stock, the stock has been
carved with initials AN. Red/brown synthetic pistol grip. GVGWO&C CLR

267

257 - MG 34/42 LINK
Three 50R link sections for the German WWII machine
guns plus a starter tab. The links are Nazi code marked with
41 &42 dates. Tab without markings. EXC

268 - CUT-AWAY AK47 RIFLE
A most likely Chinese factory done fully sectionalised select fire AK47 rifle, 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel which has been
sectionalised for the fist 5 inches. The milled steel receiver
has been cutaway to show the internal workings as is the
magazine and dust cover. Metalwork has near all original
blued finish. Marked only with serial number and without
arsenal markings. ExC red wood stocks and pistol grips that
have also been sectionalised. The mechanism is fully working to demonstrate the operating system in full or semi auto
but will not fire. ExWO&C CLR

258 - MG34 SIGHT TOOL
A sight adjustment tool for the German MG. The Waffenamt has been punched and has what looks like nato #
259 - GERMAN MG AMMO TIN
WWII metal ammo tin for the MG 34/42 plus two 50R
links. The link marked cvo, the tin has been repainted but
has Waffen-amt and 41 date. GC
260 - MG42 CASE CATCHER
A cloth and steel case catcher for the MG 42. GC
268

261 - MG34 CASE CATCHER
Cloth and steel case catcher for the German MG34. GC

264 - COLT HERITAGE WALKER REVOLVER
A limited edition circa 1980 Colt Heritage Commermorative
Walker percussion revolver. With only 1847 of these special edition Walkers produced and the 1st edition originals
starting at $100,000 US this model is an affordable alternative for the collector and still a Colt produced gun, 9” .44cal
hexagonal to round barrel with NewYork address, inlayed in
gold with a bust of Colt & Walker on one side and Colt Herritage Commenmorative on the other as well as scroll engraving and Texas Ranger and Indian cylinder scene. Metalwork retains all original bright blue and case colours on
the frame. ExC original grips, contained in its original green
baize lined wooden case and includes its leather bound copy
of the Colt Heritage book. EXWO&C B/CLR
265 - REPRODUCTION 1861 NAVY REVOLVER
Italian made reproduction of a percussion Colt model 1861
Navy revolver, 7 1/2” .36 cal round barrel. Metalwork retains near all its original blue and case colours. ExC wooden grips. Contained in its wooden case with cleaning rod,
bullet mould and flask. ExWO&C B/CLR

269 - .223 AK MAGAZINE
A 30 shot .223 cal metal magazine for the .223 AK variants.
Near all original matte black finish. VGC
270 - .223 AK MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC

262 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER
A Colt circa 1912 Flat top target New Service model double
action revolver, 7 1/2” .455 cal barrel marked Colt with
Hartford address as well as NEW SERVICE 455 ELEY.
The Flat top target model frame has been profusely engraved in the English foliage style. English proved on the
cylinder and barrel. Metalwork has most overall original
blue thinning on the edges and some areas of pitting on
the barrel, sight and back strap. The grip straps and trigger
with knurled finish. VGC original chequered walnut grips.
G-VGWO&C B/CLR
263 - COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER
A nice example of the small frame Colt double action revolver, 3 1/2” 32 S&W cal barrel marked with Colt address
on top and POCKET POSITIVE 32 POLICE CARTRIDGE.
The frame marked with rampant Colt logo. Metalwork has
near all original bright blue with a few scratches on the right
hand side below the hammer. ExC original hard rubber Colt
logo grips. Manufactured in the last year of production 1940. VG-ExWO&C CLR

266 - HUNGARIAN .223 ‘AK’ RIFLE
A circa 1981-1990 Hungarian NGM-81 select fire version of
the AK47, 15” .223 cal barrel with original PKM type flash
hider and bayonet lug. Folded steel receiver with 3 position selector and without any arsenal marks (most likely for
export to conflict areas, as the only marking is a serial number). Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original
blonde coloured wooden stock and 30R magazine. A seldom
seen variant for the AK collector. ExWO&C CLR

271 - AK MAGAZINE
A 30R 7.62x39 cal AK47/56S magazine. Near all original
finish. ExC
272 - M1 CARBINE TO M2 CONVERSION KIT
Complete Military kit consisting of change lever, pins &
linkages to enable automatic fire. As American Military
used when M1’s were officially modified, 4 pieces in total.
ExC

262

273 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES
Two 15R magazines for the .30M1 carbine. Contained in
original grease paper in 1942 dated pouch. As new ExC.
263

274 - M1/M2 MAGAZINE
A 30 shot magazine for the US M1/M2 carbine. Most original blue. VGC
275 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
A 15 shot magazine for the US .30 M1 carbine. Most grey
Military finish. GC
276 - BAR MAGAZINES
Two BAR .30.06 10R magazines. One in original grease paper the second in like new ExC.
277 - BAR MAGAZINES
Same as previous lot. ExC

264

278 - NZ ARMAF STEN MAGAZINE
A now scarce original magazine for the NZ WWII ARMAF
MK 1 pattern, 9mm sten gun marked with UK spec # 2757
and NPZ logo, most original finish. VGC
279 - RCNZ STEN MAGAZINE
NZ WWII radio corporation manufactured Sten magazine
marked RCNZ. Minor pitting, most original finish. GC

265

To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
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280 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
A seldom seen factory nickel plated version of the 9mm
pistol, circa 1980-85, 4 3/4” barrel, slide fitted with factory
adjustable sights and marked Made in Belgium etc and US
Browning address. Metalwork retains nearly all nickel plating and gold finish on trigger. ExC faux ivory Browning
logo grips. Only 9000 of this model were made and are now
very scarce. Includes its original box which is a bit tatty,
otherwise in like new ExWO&C B/CLR

291 - GERMAN SPORTS BADGE
Nazi German S.A Sports badge in gold. Slightly hollow
back with flat pin. Marked on the back of the sword - EIGENIUM D.S.A. SPORTABZ-HAUPSTELLE & the Swastika
marked E. SCHNEIDER UDENSCHEID. Wreath is also
marked with a serial number. Approx. 57mmx54mm. GC

280

292 - SPANISH NEXT OF KIN CROSS
A scarce WWII Nazi Spanish Division Next Of Kin Cross.
Blackened copper colour with circular ring at top. Flat back
marked L/58. Measures approx 43mmx45mm. GC

281 - ENGRAVED BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
A nice quality engraved nickel plated Browning model 1910
semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2” .32 cal barrel. The slide is fully
engraved with folliage design and marked FN & BROWNING etc. as well as marked ENGR DRF at the rear of the
gun. The front grip straps and the sides of the trigger guards
are also engraved. Metalwork has some minor speckling.
The magazine is correct with nickel base plate. VGC original grips most likely tusk grips rather than ivory as there is
a slight grain but does not appear to be bone. Missing firing
pin otherwise VGWO&C CLR

294 - LUFTWAFFE COMMERMORATIVE BADGE
Late War plated Nazi Luftwaffe medal. Blackened eagle
with gold wreath and round pin. Approx 50mmx39mm. GC

284 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
Post War German Walther PP semi auto pistol. 3
cal barrel, slide with original sights and Ulm
Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC
grips. Includes original box, spare magazine and
ExWO&C CLR

295 - SVT BAYONET
To fit the Soviet model 1938 SVT 7X54R cal semi automatic rifle, 9” speer point blade with fullers on both sides.
Metalwork with dark or grey patina and wooden grips with
some dings. GC black painted steel scabbard. GC

282

282 - BROWNING BDM PISTOL
A circa 1990’s double action variant of the Hi Power pistol, 4 3/4” 9mm barrel with original sights. The slide has
a unique switch that can be revolved so the gun can either
shoot like a double action revolver or like a single action
pistol. The hammer is a bobbed type. The slide is marked
Made in USA & Browning Utah address. Metalwork with
all original matte finish. ExC black plastic grips. Includes
original plastic case with manual and spare magazine. In
like new ExWO&C B/CLR
283 - SILENCED BERETTA PISTOL
A Beretta Model 1934 semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2” .380 cal
barrel threaded for a silencer. The slide with original sights
and marked Beretta etc and dated 1941. Also marked with
electric pencil number. Metalwork with most overall blue
contained in its red buize lined wooden presentation box
with supressor and 8 dummy rounds. VGWO&C CLR

296

299

284

300

288 - HANDGUN BOOK
The complete Encyclopedia of Pistols and Revolver by A
Hartink. Hard cover, large format, colour photos and 447
pages. An excellent reference covering most handguns.
VGC

290 - ARMY FLAK BADGE
WWII Nazi German Army Flak Award. Obverse marked
CE JUNCKER BERLIN SW and with round pin. Approx
60mmx45mm. GC

299 - PATTERN 1913 BAYONET
Sword bayonet for the British Military, blade marked 1913
1 17 Remington logo and broad arrow mark. Most thinning
blue all over. GC wooden grips with twin horizontal lines,
missing scabbard. VGC

292

286 - F.E.G 9MM MAGAZINE
A scarce magazine for the Hungarian 9mm version of the
High Power as the standard Browning magazine will not fit.
Will also fit the Mauser branded commercial HP’s. Includes
a leather pouch. ExC

289 - INFANTRY ASSAULT BADGE
WWII Nazi German silver Infantry Assault badge. Obverse
marked R.S and round pin. Approx 59mmx45mm. GC

298 - FNFAL BAYONET
For the Belgian FN Military rifle, 7 3/4” speer point blade.
Cross guard with steel flashider. GC wooden grips and
painted steel scabbard. VGC

298

285 - 32R BROWNING MAGAZINE
For the 9mm High Power pistol. Most original blued finish. VGC

301

296 - NO4 CRUCIFORM BAYONET
A seldom offered for sale rare cruciform blade NO4 MK1
SMLE bayonet circa WWII. 8” blade, the base near the fitting marked NO4 MKI SM. Includes its correct steel scabbard. Most thinning original blued finish. VGC
297 - L1A1 BAYONET
For the British/NZ Military SLR, 7.9” blade with 3/4 length
fullers on both sides. Brown wooden grips grey metal blade
and marked WS at the base. Black painted ring, hilt and steel
scabbard. VGC

283

297

3/4” .32
address.
original
manual.

287 - BROWNING BOOK
Browning Sporting Arms of Distinction 1903-1972 by M
Easton. Hard cover, large format, colour photos and 427
pages. Excellent indepth book for the Browning collector.
ExC

293 - LUFTWAFFE PILOT OBSERVOR BADGE
Late War, German pilot/observors badge. Grey eagle and
Swastika, wreath in gold marked with A on back. Measures
60mm accross the wings and 50mm high and round pin. GC

281

300 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
A 4th model .320 cal (120 bore) Tranter percussion revolver,
circa 1850’s, 3 3/4” octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof
marks. The top strap marked T CONWAY 15 BLACKFRIARS ST. MANCHESTER. The action is marked with serial
# on right hand side and Tranters patent on the other as well
as the rammer. The frame is borderline engraved and with
sunburts around the screws. Metalwork retains most original blue with same scratches and speckling. VGC original
one piece chequered grip. Contained in its original green
baize lined case with Tranter marked bronze mould, percussion caps, Dixon powder flask, Tranters lubricant, rod, jag,
nipple key and pewter oil bottle. VGWO&C NLR
301 - COLT POCKET REVOLVER
Antique Colt model 1849 pocket percussion revolver, circa
1868, 4” .31 cal barrel marked ADDRESS COL SAM L
COLT. NEW-YORK US AMERICA and retains most of its
original blue. The stage coach scene is still mostly present on
the six shot cylinder and case colours are still visible on the
frame, hammer and rammer. The frame is marked COLTS
PATENT brass triggerguard and back strap marked 31 cal.
All external #’s are matching in the low 300,000 range. ExC
original varnished walnut grips. The gun is contained in its
good quality contemporary reproduction case with original
antique accessories comprised of Colt patent marked mould,
cleaning rod, Colt flask with eagle and Hawkesly pewter oil
bottle and nipple key. ExWO&C NLR

14
302 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Antique 1st generation circa 1905 Colt model 1873 single
action Army revolver, 4 3/4” barrel in .38/40 cal. The barrel
marked with two line address COLT’S PT. F.A. MFG Co
HARTFORD CT. U.S.A and 38 W.C.F on the left hand side.
The frame marked with patent dates and rampant horse.
Metalwork has dark patina with traces of original blue on
the barrel and cylinder as well as faint case colours on the
frame. Action is strong, triggerguard with correct factory
proof and inspection marks. The screws are in ExC without
burs. Correct hard rubber Colt logo grips without any chips
or scratches. This gun includes a Colt factory letter with
sales details. A very nice example. VGWO&C B/CLR
303 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
Antique circa 1883 Colt model 1877 Thunderer double action revolver, 4 1/2” .41 cal barrel with Hartford address and
Colt D.A.41 etched on the side. Frame with patent dates
and trigger guard with cal. Metalwork has most of the orignal nickel plating thinning on the barrel. VGC original hard
rubber grips showing some wear. Unlike most the action is
working on both single and double action. GWO&C CLR
304 - WINCHESTER 73 CARBINE
US antique Winchester early 3rd model 1873 saddle ring
carbine circa 1889, 20” 44-40 cal round barrel with full
length magazine and original sights. Marked WINCHESTER’S - REPEATING - ARMS NEW HAVEN CT as well
as patent dates ending in 1860 and 44 WCF behind the rear
sight. The receiver marked MODEL 1873 on the tang and
serial number on the underside as well as 44 cal. Metalwork
has original blue dulling on the barrel and thinning on the
edges of the action as well as usual saddle ring wear. VGC
original woodwork with only slight dings. A nice example
of a Cowboy period 73 carbine. The spring that holds the
lever closed is at fault otherwise VGWO&C ALR

302

305

304
306

309 - SYKES CAPPER
A rare and desirable Sykes patent percussion cap dispenser
as found in the best quality percussion pistols and rifles,
54mm diameter, body retains most original nickel silver finish, screw off top with knurled central rings. Marked Sykes
and M. ExC

315 - BRNO .22 RIFLE
Early Czech BRNO model 2 .22lr bolt action rifle, 24” barrel with foresight. The rear sight has been removed to fit
scope (included but missing the elevator spring). Action is
dated 1972 and fitted with 4x40 scope. Metalwork with near
all original blue. ExC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
316 - WEAVER V16 SCOPE
Japanese made Weaver 4-16x42 AO telescopic sight with
adjustable objective lens. Duplex reticle, matte black colour
and includes original box. ExC
317 - LEUPOLD TELESCOPIC SIGHT
US made 2-7x32mm VXII sight with all original blue and
duplex reticle. ExC

308

307

318 - NIKKO-STIRLING TARGET SCOPE
A 16 power target master model telescopic sight, 30mm
tube with mildot reticle, rear paralax adjustment and target
turrets. ExC
316

314

319 - REDFIELD TELESCOPIC SIGHT
US made 3-9x40 telescopic sight with 1” tube and duplex
reticle. Slight ring marks on the blued tube. VGC
320 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian Glock 9mm semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm
barrel with factory adjustable sights fitted. Metalwork with
all original finish. ExC polymer frame with Gen 3 grip. Includes case and 3 magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

309

321 - .22LR GLOCK CONVERSION KIT
US Ciener brand .22lr Glock 17 slide conversion kit with 2
magazines. ExC
322 - BRNO .22 TARGET REVOLVER
A seldom seen Czech BRNO ARMS model ZHR 261 .22lr
target double action revolver, 5 3/4” barrel with factory target sights and includes three barrel weights. Metalwork retains all original finish. ExC original right handed wooden
target grip, in as new ExC B/CLR

320

325
315
322

310 - DIPPER AND NIPPLE KEY
Offset nipple key with ebony handle with slight crack. Plus
ebony handled brass powder dipper for cased sets. GC
311 - OIL BOTTLE
Small antique pewter James Dixon oil bottle as found in
cased English pistols. ExC

314 - REMINGTON M700 RIFLE
US 308 cal bolt action sporting rifle with 21” matte blued
barrel with iron sights. Fitted with Weaver fixed 4 power
scope. Metalwork with most original finish. VGC synthetic
stock. VGWO&C ALR

312

306 - ADAMS BULLET MOULD
An Adams double cavity bronze 54 bore bullet mould with
steel cut off. Casts a tailed round ball and cannelured tailed
bullet. Clearly marked with R Adams logo and 54. Without
bruising and has nice aged patina. ExC

308 - 44-40 BULLET MOULD & LOADING
US Ideal brand antique bullet mould and loading tool to suit
the Winchester or Colt. Performs all reloading functions
including casting, extraction and seating. Complete with
original extractor pin which is usually missing. VGC

313 - BRNO SPORTING RIFLE
A good quality early Czech made BRNO ZKK 600 bolt action sporting rifle, 23” 30.06 cal barrel with iron sights. Receiver fitted with Simmons 3-9 scope. Action with set trigger. Metalwork with near all original blue, thinning on the
bolt handle. ExC original chequered woodwork. ExWO&C
ALR

303

305 - TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
Rare US Military model 1873 Trapdoor Springfield cadet
rifle, 28” 45-70 cal barrel with correct sights for the carbine load with 55 grams of black powder and has inspection mark near the chamber end. The top of the action is
marked US Model 1873. The lock plate marked with eagle
and US SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork with thin blue on the
barrel and aged patina elsewhere. VGC original woodwork
with swivels, rod and rack number on top of the butt plate.
VGWO&C ALR

307 - .450 BULLET MOULD
Large brass single cavity mould with steel cut off and base
plug. Casts a double cannelured bullet, exterior with aged
patina and some marks. VGC

312 - REMINGTON M700 RIFLE
US bolt action sporting rifle, 23” 22-250cal barrel with iron
sights removed. Receiver fitted with 6-24AO Tasco scope.
Metalwork with near all original blue. VGC original lacquered walnut stock. VG-ExWO&C ALR

323

323 - HAMMERLI TARGET PISTOL
A good quality Swiss Hammerli model 280 .22lr semi automatic free pistol, 4 3/4” barrel with original sights. ExC
polymer frame with adjustable weights. Includes a left
and right handed grips both in ExC and two magazines.
ExWO&C B/CLR
324 - HAMMERLI .32 CONVERSION KIT
A .32 S&W long cal slide and barrel to convert the previous
lot or another model 280 pistols. Includes two magazines.
ExC B/CLR
325 - SIG P220 PISTOL
Swiss Military Sig model P220 9mm Pistol, 4 1/2” barrel.
Slide with Swiss Cross on top, SIG logo on side as well as A
prefix serial number. Metalwork has near all original finish.
ExC original plastic grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

15
326 - MITCHELL CITATION PISTOL
US Mitchell Arms High Standard Citation II .22lr target pistol, 5 1/2” stainless steel bull barrel and action with target
sights and tapped underneath for weights. Metalwork with
some minor scratches. GC original chequered grips with
palm swell. GWO&C B/CLR

327

337 - VIETNAM JET PILOTS KNIFE
US Military original Vietnam period Jet Pilots survival
knife, 4 3/4” bowie blade with saw back and without makers mark. Original leather stacked handle with steel end nut.
Original leather scabbard with sharpening stone. GC

326

327 - CHASSEPOT MILITARY RIFLE
A circa 1870 French Military Fusil model 1866 bolt action
single shot needle fire rifle as used in the Franco-Prussian
War, 33” 11mm cal barrel with original sights with what appears to be French Ordnance marks. The action is marked
MLE1866 and MANUFACTURE IMPERIALE. Metalwork
has aged dark grey patina, VGC original woodwork with
cartouche and swivels but missing the rod. GWO&C ALR

338 - AUSTRALIAN MACHETTE
Vietnam period ‘Golok’ machette, 13” black finished blade.
The laminated wooden grip with lanyard hole marked JCH.
Includes correct canvas sheath dated 88. VGC

329

339 - AK47 TRAINING AID
Unusual and seldom seen rifle rest for the AK47 steel tripod
like frame with clamps to hold the gun. Has arsenal mark
and dated 1953. Includes original triangular crate. ExC

328

328 - STEYR M95 RIFLE
An Austro/Hungarian M95 straight pull bolt action Military
rifle, 19” 8x56R cal barrel with original sights. The chamber marked BUDAPEST M95. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC original woodwork with sling. Also includes
twin canvas and leather pouch and two 5R of ammo in their
charges. VGWO&C ALR

340 - SKS BAYONET PRACTICE DEVICE
A wooden bayonet practice dummy rifle, most likely Vietnamese. Has spring end that retracts on impact. GC
338

329 - MAUSER 71/84 RIFLE
German Military bolt action rifle, 30 1/2” 11x60 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The top of the chamber is marked SPANDAU as well as German proofs. The
receiver in the white is marked IG MOD 71/84. The trigger
guard has slight traces of gold gilt (most likely a paraderifle
at some point). VGC woodwork with original sling. A seldom seen and important forerunner to the 98. VGWO&C
ALR

341

342 - STERLING S.M.G
British Military MK4 Sterling 9mm S.M.G, 8 1/2” barrel
with ventilated shroud and original sights. Magazine well
is marked STERLING SMG 9mm MK4 (l2A3). Metalwork
with all its original black crackle finish and underfolding
steel stock and plastic pistol grip. Includes its 33R magazine
and original webbing sling and a spare magazine. ExWO&C
CLR

330
332

330 - CHINESE G88 RIFLE
Chinese Military issued Gewehr 88 bolt action rifle, 30”
8mm Mauser cal barrel with original sights. Chamber
marked Spandau and Gew 88. Metalwork with most overall
Military refinish. GC original woodwork with Chinese arsenal markings on both sides. GWO&C ALR

342

343 - THOMPSON M1A1 S.M.G
US Military WWII period M1A1 .45acp cal S.M.G, 10 1/2”
barrel with battle sights fitted to it and the receiver which
is marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBER
.45M1 and AUTO ORDNANCE on the other side. Metalwork has most overall parkerised finish. VGC woodwork
with correct swivels. VGWO&C CLR

331 - CHINESE MAUSER RIFLE
A Chinese WWII period Chang Kai Shek 8mm Mauser
98 Military rifle, 25” barrel with original sights and arsenal marks on the chamber. Metalwork with most overall
Military refinish. GC original woodwork with Chinese star
marking on the right hand side. GWO&C ALR

344 - MKII STEN STOCK
Original skeleton stock for the British Military S.M.G. Most
overall finish. VGC

332 - CHINESE NAGANT RIFLE
Type 53 Moisin Nagant bolt action rifle, 21” 7x64R cal barrel with original sights and bayonet. The receiver with Chinese arsenal mark and dated 1960. This rifle was captured in
Vietnam by NZ forces and brought back to NZ and includes
providence letter. Metalwork with most overall finish and
GC original woodwork. GWO&C ALR
333 - CHINESE MAUSER BAYONET
A hard to find bayonet for the Chiang Kai Shek Mauser rifle,
16 1/2” blued blade without pitting. Finish thinning on the
hilt. VGC wooden grips and leather scabbard with single
dome. VGC
334 - PERSIAN MAUSER BAYONET
Persian contract bayonet for the Mauser 98 circa 1930’s, 15
1/2” blade with some staining. Hilt without blue, GC wood
grips and steel scabbard. GC
335 - VIET CONG KNIFE
Vietnam war Vietnamese field knife. Commonly made in
local villages, 8” steel blade with wooden handle, hand
stiched webbing pouch with later added brass plaque - captured in 1968 Cu Chi Vietnam. GC
336 - US BOLO KNIFE
Vietnam period US special forces Bolo, 10 1/2” black finish
blade. Light coloured wood handle with lanyard rope and
has its correct heavy canvas scabbard with steel throat. A
very hard to find knife pictured on page 168 of Coles book.
VGC

341 - MKII STEN GUN
WWII period British Military MKII 9mm cal STEN S.M.G,
7 1/2” barrel with sights on the receiver. Magazine well
marked STEN MKII, the underside with serial no. broad arrow plus N. Metalwork has most black paint finish as is the
32R magazine. VGC skeleton steel stock. VGWO&C CLR

340

345 - MKIII STEN STOCK
Original T steel stock for the British Military S.M.G. Most
overall finish. VGC
346 - STEN BOLT
A complete bolt without cocking handle but has pin and
extractor for the British Military Sten S.M.G, broad arrow
marked. VGC
347 - RUSSIAN S.M.G BOLT
Most likely for the PPS S.M.G, with integral cocking handle. Includes pin and extracter. VGC

333

334

335

348 - THREE STEN MAGAZINES
32R 9mm Sten magazines. Thinning original finish. GC

336

349 - STEN MAGAZINES
Three 9mm Sten magazines modified to fit only 20R by the
Indian Military but are original length. GC

337

343

350 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Five cell pouch & belt for the US Thompson S.M.G’s. Contains five magazines all Seymour brand and retain near all
blue, belt marked US. ExC
351 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Three 20R original Thompson S.M.G magazines. Seymour
and Auto Ordnance brands. Near all blue finish. VGC
352 - THOMPSON M1928DRUM POUCH
Original kahki webbing L drum pouch. Marked US on the
flap &1942 on the inside. Includes strap. In as new ExC

16
353 - STEN GUN BAYONET
Spike bayonet for the British Military MKII STEN GUN,
8” spike blade. Tubular handle marked with broad arrow
and B&JSC. Some bruising and most original blued finish.
Includes No4 type steel scabbard. VGC
354 - STERLING BAYONET
Scarce original bayonet for the S.M.G, 7 3/4” blade marked
STERLING and steel finish. VGC wooden grips. Steel hilt
& scabbard, includes frog. Also fits Jungle carbine. VGC
355 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
Belgian FN 9mm semi auto pistol, 4 3/4” barrel, slide with
original fixed sights and marked FN with Herstal address.
Metalwork retains most original blue with slight pin pricking on the slide at the muzzle due to holster wear. VGC
original wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
356 - ENFIELD REVOLVER
British Military Enfield No 2 MK 1* revolver, 5” .38 S&W
cal barrel. Double action only variant. Metalwork with most
overall parkerised finish. ExC plastic grips but missing lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
357 - TOKAREV PISTOL
Hungarian M48 variant of the T33 pistol, 4 1/2” 7.62 cal
barrel. Slide fitted with original sights and without markings. The frame dated 02 54. Metalwork with near all original finish ExC original Bakelite grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

367 - DESTROYER AWARD
WWII Nazi German destroyer award, gold wreath and eagle. Obverse marked JFS and round pin. GC

368

353

368 - GERMAN BATTLE SHIELD
WWII German metal battle shield for CHOLM and dated
1942. On cloth back. VGC

354
375

370 - NIKKO SKEET SHOTGUN
A nice quality Japanese Nikko model 199 12g under/over
shotgun, 28” ported barrels with skeet rib and cylinder
choking in both barrels and 2 3/4” chamber. Single trigger
action is fully engraved and metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC original walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

355

371 - BERETTA SHOTGUN
Italian over/under 12g sporting shotgun, 28” barrels with
2 3/4” chambers and interchangable chokes (7 included)
and fibre optic bead. Engraved action with bird scene.
Barrel with near all blue. ExC woodwork with geltek pad.
ExWO&C ALR

356

357

376

358 - VZ50 PISTOL
Czech VZ50 .32 cal semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2” barrel with
fixed sights on the slide and CZ etc. Metalwork with near all
original blue. The original grips have a 4cm long x 1/2cm
chip missing on one side, otherwise VGWO&C CLR
359 - STAR PISTOL
Spanish Star model I semi auto pistol, cira 1934-41, 4 1/2”
.32acp cal barrel with original sights, slide marked STAR
address and cal. Metalwork retains near all orignal bright
blue. ExC original logo plastic grips. Includes its original
cardboard box with instruction manual and spare magazine.
Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C B/CLR
360 - LUFTWAFFE CAP
WWII German Luffwaffe Officers cap, late war type. Externally in VGC but has hand stiched repair to the leatherette
part of the lining which is torn in a few places. Without makers marks, underside of the peak is green. GC

377

359

362

376 - FRENCH RAPIER
Most likely 19th Century French Officers sword, 32 1/2”
blade etched in gold and blued with floral design with some
of the blue remaining. Brass guard with single bow guard
and Roman style helmet hilt. GC

366

377 - PATTERN 1897 SWORD
British Infantry Officers P1897 Basket Hilted Sword, 32
1/2” etched blade and marked Wilkinson London and with
a couple of slight areas of minor staining. GC steel guard
with shagreen wire wrapped handle. No scabbard. G-VGC
378 - SLADE WALLACE BELT ETC.
A rare Victorian Bitish issue Slade Wallace belt and ammo
pouch. Belt with brass buckle and sliding fittings with its
correct and matching ammo pouch. ExC

364 - GERMAN GAITORS
Pair of WWII early German Army Officers doe skin gaitors.
Some corrosion around the domes otherwise VGC

366 - PARATROOPER BADGE
WWII German Paratroopers Badge, blackened wreath with
gold eagle and Swastika. Obverse marked O.H OSIANG
53x42mm with round pin. VGC

374 - SKB SHOTGUN
Good quality Japanese SKB model 3000 semi automatic
12g shotgun, 27” 3” chamber multi choke barrel (3 included). Metalwork retains near all blue on the barrel and the receiver which is engraved with bird and hunting dog scenes
on both sides. ExC walnut stock and has plastic hard case.
ExWO&C ALR
375 - FRENCH CAVALRY SABRE
Believed to be a Chilean contract sword made in France, 33
1/4” blade with bayonet spine, slightly curved and fullers on
both sides. Small shield with star and stripe logo at the base.
Blade and hilt with dark grey patina. VGC steel gaurd and
black resin/handrubber grip and GC steel scabbard. VGC

360

363 - ITALIAN HELMET
WWII steel Italian helmet. Most original green paint, complete with leather liner and chin strap. VGC

365 - WAR MERIT CROSS
Nazi German War Merit Cross without swords. Flat pin and
obverse marked 3. VGC

372 - NIKKO SPORTING SHOTGUN
Japanese model 5000 field under/over 12g shotgun, 30”
barrels with 2 3/4” chambers with 3/4 and full choke. Single trigger with most blue on the action and barrels. VGC
woodwork with some minor dings. VGWO&C ALR
373 - DOMINO SHOTGUN
Italian under/over 12g field shotgun, 28” 2 3/4” chamber
barrels with 3/4 and full choke and swivel attacked. Engraved action in the white with near all blue on the barrels.
VGC woodwork with minor scratches towards the butt.
VGWO&C ALR

358

361 - GERMAN HELMET
WWII M42 Helmet. Original green dimpled finish with
leather liner marked 57. Inside of the helmet is marked
2588 and has buckles but no chin strap. Right hand side has
SS shield with runes. One of the runes has been scratched
off making it difficult to determine authenticity of the decal. GC
362 - GERMAN LUFTWAFFE HELMET
WWII Nazi Model 1942 Luftwaffe ground troops/paratroopers helmet. Most original dark green/black finish. The
decal has lost most of its colour. Code marked N564. Original leather liner without chin strap. Rare in this colour. VGC

369 - GERMAN BATTLE SHIELD
Similar to previous lot, but for KUBAN 1943 and in a brass
colour. VGC

372

370

373

371

379 - MARTINI HENRY ACTION COVER
A very rare brass action cover for the British Military Martini Henry rifle. Marked JEFFRY & CO RIFLE MAKERS
LONDON. ExC
380 - SAM BROWN BELT
A British/NZ relatively modern Sam Brown belt complete
with strap and buckles and stiched pattern. ExC
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381 - BRITISH GRENADE LAUNCHER
A rare SMLE steel grenade launcher attachment. Has dark
patina and without markings. GC

381

390 - COLT MK IV PISTOL
Government series 80 MK IV customised pistol by Woods
Custom Guns Ltd, 5” .45acp barrel with compensator fitted
and target sights. Slide marked Colt etc and retains near all
original blue. Colt frame with matte silver finish. Custom
work includes trigger, guide rod, safety, beavertail, mag release and well. Includes 4 magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR

386

382 - GRENADE LAUNCHER SIGHT
US Military M15 model grenade launcher sight to suit 1903,
M1 and M1/M2 carbine. In original grease paper and webbing pouch with instructions. In unissued ExC.

391 - BROWNING HI POWER COMP PISTOL
A Belgian made GP Competition variant of the Hi Power
pistol, 6” barrel with factory adjustable sights. Slide marked
with US address and made by FN Belgium. Trigger is a factory lighter version, metalwork with near all original finish.
Has original wrap around Pachmayr grips. Includes original
plastic box. ExWO&C B/CLR

383 - US RIFLE GRENADE
An inert US M9 late war olive coloured rifle grenade, 28cm
overall length. Painted with red stripe and yellow and blue
stripes. ExC NLR
384 - CHINESE MORTER
Vietnam period inert Mortor. Approx 2 1/2” daimater and
24cm overall length. Marked with Chinese characters and
English numbers. ExC NLR

392 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL
Walther post war German Police variant of the P38, 5” 9mm
barrel with fixed sights. Walther banner on the slide and
dated 79. Metalwork has most original finish on the slide
and alloy frame. VGC original grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

385 - VIETNAM ANTI AIRCRAFT ROUND
An inert Vietnam period 37mm anti aircraft round similar to
the Bofars round, 2” accross the base 38cm high. VG NLR
386 - OERLIKON GUN
A British/NZ Military WWII period 20mm Oerlikon anti
aircraft gun. Fluted barrel model and receiver is marked
OERLIKON MKII and broad arrow with 43 date. The gun
has had the linkage removed to deactivate, but bolt is present. Included with the gun is two magazines, two shoulder
rests, sight but no spiderweb, cleaning rod plus maintenance
box containing approx 50-60 parts and tools. Metalwork retains near all finish. NOTE: This lot can only be viewed prior to the auction at SAI Guns and Ammo, which is Carvell’s
Auctions retail premesis in Penrose. ExC CLR

385

390

384

394 - FLUTED POWDER FLASK
An unusual fluted flask with patent top and thin through
both the body and neck. Nice patina. VGC
395 - BARTRAM FLASK
Fluted powder flask with patent top marked Bartram and
Co. Some minor dents and has two carry rings. GC

391
393

387 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
A very fine, best example, of an early commercial Colt
1911A1 semi automatic pistol circa 1932, 5” .45acp cal barrel. The slide with original sights. Left hand side marked
with Colt address and patent dates. The right hand side is
marked COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBRE .45 and rampent
horse logo as well as WD LEWIS who was the original
owner. The frame marked GOVERNMENT MODEL and
C1612** serial number. Metalwork retains 99% of its original commercial blue finish with only a couple of slight blemishes. ExC original chequered dark walnut grips and Colt
marked magazine. Also includes a contemporary wooden
storage box with a period packet of Remington brand ammunition. WD Lewis 1900-1994 - Born in the U.S.A and
attended Stanford University and then became a career employee of Westing House Corporation working throughout
the world including Brazil, Sweden and France and was involved in the selling of Atomic power plants before retiring
to NZ in 1983. It is believed that the gun was purchased as
a Christmas present to himself and at his request was accurised in the Colt factory. A letter of authenticity will be
supplied to the successful bidder. The action is unworn and
bore is as new. All the serial numbers are matching. This
gun is in truly world class condition and would be hard to
find anywhere in the world. A unique opportunity for the
advanced collector. ExWO&C CLR est $10,000

396 - RELOADING ACCESSORY
A rare 12g reloading accessory for antique shotguns. Comprises an ebony decapper/wad seater which is reversible for
the different functions, an ebony capper/decapper base plus
a full length brass loading sleeve. Good quality three piece
set - not usually found complete. VGC

392

397 - EDWARD BATE DUELLING PISTOLS
A fine set of early cased duelling pistols by Edward Bate of
London circa late 1770’s. One of Londons leading gunmakers of the 1760’s and 1770’s. His signature appears on numerous air weapons and silver mounted guns of the highest
quality. Duelling pistols from this maker are extremely rare,
10” 24 bore swamped octagonal barrels with gold touch
holes and early makers mark, London proofs and signed BATE LONDON- lock plates marked BATE and engraved.
The actions with set triggers and half cock safeties. Steel
mounts with very early Acorn finials and untouched patina.
ExC full stocks with Ebony and brass ram rods. Contained
in their original case with accoutrements and original baize
lining which shows nice age. Original owners label in the lid
Major G Lawrence 137 Regiment. The pistols were discovered in Tasmania and are marked on the inside of the wrist
with what is thought to be registration numbers. ExWO&C
NLR est $35,000

394

398

397

388 - COLT POCKETLITE PISTOL
A rare circa 1990’s Colt Mustang Pocketlite semi automatic
pistol, 2 3/4” .380acp cal barrel. Stainless steel slide with
fixed sight and light weight alloy frame weighing just 388
grams unloaded and overall size is 4” highx5 1/2” long.
Metalwork is in ExC without scratches. ExC original Colt
plastic grips and contained in its factory blue box with manual. In as new. ExWO&C CLR
389 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL
A collectable 1st edition Double Eagle semi automatic
.45acp cal pistol, 5” barrel with original fixed sights. The
slide marked COLT DOUBLE EAGLE. First edition stainless steel slide and frame in ExC without scratches. ExC
original black plastic grips. Contained in its original factory
special edition alloy hard case with spare magazine, instruction manual and factory letter. These were limited to only
1000 produced. This gun is in as new ExWO&C CLR

393 - WINDOW POWDER FLASK
Scarce flask with window type pourer and swivel head.
Brass with areas of original lacquer. GC brown leather body
with ring. VGWO&C

387

388
389

398 - H.W MORTIMER BLUNDERBUSS
Very rare and desirable Flintlock Blunderbuss by H.W Mortimer of London circa 1790-1800, 14” octagonal to round
damascus browned barrel with spring bayonet. The barrel
inscribed H.W MORTIMER LONDON GUNSMITH TO
HIS MAJESTY with rococo border. The muzzle is also engraved around the edge - HAPPY HE WHO ESCAPES ME.
The lock plate with roller frizen and half cock safety marked
H.W MORTIMER. Brass mounts with florate engraving and
pineaple finial. Metalwork retains near all finish and without
bruising and nice honey patina on the brass. ExC chequered
woodwork. A truly world class condition blunderbuss from
one of the best makers. ExWO&C NLR est $17,000
399 - NOCK BLUNDERBUSS
Brass barreled Flintlock Blunderbuss with bayonet by
Nock. This item was unavailable for description at the time
of our catalogue going to print. For photo and discription
see our website www.gunauction.co.nz or contact us. NLR

18
400 - PINFIRE SCENT PISTOL
Interesting and unusual antique circa 1890’s European minature pinfire single shot ‘scent’ pistol. Measures just 4-5cm
overall with 18mm length octagonal 2mm cal barrel, the all
metal frame and grip with engraving. Metalwork has most
plated finish. VGWO&C NLR

400

401 - EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
A pair of decorative antique Flintlock pistols from the Middle East. Dark aged patina with swelling of the wood around
the action, one missing top jaw screw. Decarative tin to the
stock and muzzles. FC NLR

401

403

403 - BAZAAR FLINTLOCK PISTOL
An Eastern Flintlock pistol made from a rifle lock, 9” barrel
with grey pitted patina. GC woodwork with brass triggerguard and butt plate. Missing the frizzen. FC NLR
404 - NEWTON FOWLING PIECE
A double barrel percussion fowling piece by C NEWTON
LONDON circa mid 19th century, 32 1/2” 12 bore barrels
with makers name steel lockplates and triggerguard with engraving worn but GC woodwork. GWO&C NLR

415

406

405 - FNFAL RIFLE
Belgian made FNFAL semi automatic 308 cal Military rifle,
25” barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights.
The receiver marked FN with Herstal address and FAL cal
308. Modified to semi automatic, most overall black finish.
GC black synthetic forend and pistol grip with wooden butt
stock. Includes 20R magazine. VGWO&C ELR
406 - ARMALITE AR10 RIFLE
Dutch.308 cal semi automatic rifle, 21 1/2” barrel with original muzzle break, bayonet lug and sights. Receiver with
carry handle, the lower marked ARMALITE AR10 and
Dutch address. Metalwork has near all black finish. VGC
brown synthetic furniture and original 20R magazine. Unlike most examples encountered this is in original configuration which is now hard to find. VGWO&C ELR

416

417

418 - ARTILLERY LUGER HOLSTER
Leather holster for the WWI German Artillery model luger
pistol. Marked F. GROSSE DRESDEN-N 1915. Some
scuffing and minor cracking. GC
419 - P08 HOLSTER
A seldom seem early holster for a pre WWI luger pistol. Mid
brown leather and marked AWM 11 for Artillery Workshop
Munchen 1911, leather with usual age scuffing. GC

407
404
405

420 - WWII LUGER HOLSTER
WWII Period Luger PO8 holster, dark brown leather. The
rear marked cey 40 - Ordnance code for Karl Budischovsky
Vienna and faint Waffen-amt below. ExC
421 - P38 HOLSTER
WWII German Walther P38 hard shell holster. Black leather
on the front and straps, brown or the back which is marked
P38 A FISCHER BERLIN C2 1944 and Waffen-amt. ExC

408 - SKS RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco SKS 7.62x39cal semi automatic rifle,
22” barrel with original sights and muzzle break fitted and
bayonet lug removed. The receiver has been altered to take
a detachable modified AK47 30 shot magazine. Metalwork
with most overall finish. GC wooden stock. GWO&C ELR

422 - LUGER STRIPPING TOOL
Scarce Nazi marked Luger stripping tool marked with
Waffen-amt and 63. Thinning original finish. VGC
423 - LUGER STRIPPING TOOL
For the WWI P08 marked with imperial German proof. GC

409 - AR15 MAGAZINE
40R .223 steel magazine. Most blued finish. GC

424 - ARTILLERY CLEANING ROD
Original cleaning rod for the Artillery Luger pistol. Wooden
barrel end with three lines each side. VGC

408

425 - LUGER FIRING PIN
Replacement firing pin for Luger P08 pistol. ExC
419

412 - FOUR AK47 MAGAZINES
Four 30R 7x39 cal AK47/56S magazines in their Military
plastic lined camo four cell pouch. Most original finish with
a few spots of speckling on two. VG-ExC
413 - AK MAGAZINE
30R 7.62x39 cal AK47/56S . Near all original finish. ExC

416 - MAUSER HSC PISTOL
WWII Kriegsmarine Officers pistol, 3 1/2” .32acp cal barrel. The slide with original fixed sights and marked MAUSER WERKE with Obendorf address and Mod HSC and ka
7.62mm. The front grip strap is naval marked with the eagle
and Swastika over M. Metalwork has most overall blue but
has a section of storage pitting on the slide covering the banner and other islolated pinpricks. VGC original grips and
banner logo magazine with pin pricking. F-GWO&C CLR
417 - PPK PISTOL
Walther post war PPK semi auto pistol, 3 1/4” .32acp cal
barrel. Slide with fixed sights and Ulm address. Metalwork
with most original blue which has holster wear on the slide
which has thinned to grey colour. VGC original brown plastic banner grips and original magazine. G-VGWO&C CLR

407 - COLT AR15 RIFLE
SP1 model .223 semi automatic rifle, 20” barrel with foresight & boyonet lug removed & fitted with aftermarket
muzzle break. Handguard has been removed and scopes
mount and rings fitted. Metalwork with most original finish. Hogue brand forend and pistol grip. Original butt with
rubber plate fitted. Includes 20R magazine. GWO&C ELR

411 - AR15 MAGAZINES
30R .223 Adventure line brand steel magazine plus a platic
10 shot magazine. GC

415 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
German WWI P08 Luger pistol, 4” 9mm cal barrel with
correct sights and chamber dated 1916 and toggle marked
DWM. The action with Imperial proof marks. All external numbers except the magazine which is correct type are
matching. Metalwork has most overall original finish with
holster wear at the muzzle and leading edges and traces of
straw colours. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

402

402 - EASTERN FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
A brace of Flintlock Eastern antique pistols. Metalwork
with aged patina with pitting marks, both with brass trigger
guards. FC woodwork, missing one ram rod. FC NLR

410 - AR15 MAGAZINE
30R .223 Colt brand magazine, most black paint finish. GC

414 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Artillery model luger pistol, 7 3/4”
barrel with correct sights. The chamber dated 1917 and
the toggle marked DWM. The action with Imperial proof
marks. All external numbers except magazine which is the
correct type are matching. Metalwork has most dulling original finish showing holster wear at the muzzle and leading
edges. Straw colours are quite dull but fire blue still present.
VGC correct wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

421

426 - LUGER GRIPS
Modern replacement wooden grips for the Luger pistol in
as new ExC.

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771
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427 - RUGER #1 RIFLE
Single shot falling block rifle, 25” .222 cal barrel without
sight and with Ruger address and cal. Receiver fitted with
factory 1” scope rings. Metalwork retains near all original
blue. ExC original chequered walnut stock. This is a very
nice early example in the early 2000 serial range and hard to
find better. ExWO&C ALR

430

428

427

428 - RUGER M77 RIFLE
Bolt action sporting rifle that has been professionaly rechambered in the wildcat round 6.5x57 Ackley improved.
Bead blusted stainless steel 23” barrel and action with no
sights but blued factory 1” rings. Fitted with Timiney trigger and ncludes a spare synthetic stock and reloading dies.
ExWO&C ALR

429

440 - 3RD PATTERN SYKES DAGGER
A 3rd pattern commando dagger ex British Storeds, 31cm
overall length with 19cm blued blade, brass handle and
ovoid crossguard. Handle with 33 rings and marked FR693.
Includes its leather scabbard marked FR271 and with blued
steel reinforcement at the base. VGC

429 - HUSQUARNA RIFLE
Swedish .308 cal bolt action sporting rifle, 20” barrel with
Husquarna address, iron sights and cal. Mauser type action
fitted with Redfield 4 power scope. Metalwork with most
overall blue. VGC chequered wooden stock. VGWO&C
ALR
430 - SWISS MARTINI RIFLE
A full Manlicher style antique Swiss Martini action sporting
rifle, 26” octagonal to round 10.3x60R (400/450 2 1/2”) cal
barrel with iron sights and claw type mounts. Action with
double set triggers and the metalwork retains most blue.
VGC chequered woodwork with swivels and rubber butt
pad. VGWO&C ALR
431 - LUGER BOOK
World of Lugers Proof Marks by Costanzo. This long out of
print 1st Edition is a must have for any Luger collector and
is regularly referenced in more modern books. Hard cover,
with gold embossed logo, 431 pages with excellent line art
of markings making it a great reference book which are seldom offered for sale. ExC
432 - RADOM BOOK
VIS Radom-A study and Photgraphic Album of Poland’s
Finest Pistol by York. Hard cover, large format, 250 pages
and B&W photos. NEW
433 - GERMAN ASSAULT RIFLE BOOK
The German Assault Rifle 1935-45 by Senich. Hard cover,
large format, 313 pages and B&W photos. Excellent reference book. VGC
434 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
FN ‘BABY’ model of the 1906 vest pistol, 2” .25 cal barrel. Slide with integral sights and FN Herstal address. Metalwork with most original blue. VGC BABY marked hard
rubber grips. VGWO&C CLR
435 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
Belgian FN model 1906 .25 cal automatic pocket/vest pistol, 2” barrel. Slide with built in sights and Herstal address.
Metalwork with most original blue, small section of pin
pricking on the slide right at the tip. VGC original hard rubber grips. VGWO&C CLR

438 - LANGENHAM PISTOL
German Weimar period circa 1920-25 Fredrick Langenham
model II .25 cal pistol, 3” barrel. The frame marked with
makers name and cal. Internally the gun is in GC but has
external pitting and loss of finish due to storage. This gun
was ex Norway during WWII. P-FWO&C CLR

441 - JAPANESE TANTO
Circa mid-late 19th century Tanto as used by minor Officials, ie railway, customs etc, 22 1/2 cm unsharpened steel
blade. The scabbard and handle are carved bone. GC

442
439
445

443

442 - UZI S.M.G
Isreali Military issue UZI submachine gun, 10” 9mm cal
barrel. The receiver with thinning original finish and marked
with Isreali crest and Hebrew writing including the three
position selector. Underfolding metal stock and GC plastic
grips. Includes its 25R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

443 - SCORPION S.M.G
A Czech VZ-61 S.M.G, 4 1/2” .32acp cal barrel. The receiver with three position selector and near all blue finish.
Steel over folding stock and GC wooden grip. Includes its
10R magazine and two 20R magazines in pouch and holster.
441 VGWO&C CLR

434

444 - VZ59 MACHINEGUN
Czech 7.62x54R cal light machine gun, 22” barrel with flash
hider, original sights and carry handle attached. The receiver
is marked with crest at the rear and CZ0-1966 as well as
other markings V02 75 and understamped 8G. Uses unique
pistol grip cocking method. Metalwork with near all finish
and VGC original woodwork. Fitted with ammunition hopper. Includes ammunition can with five 50R links, sling and
maintanance kit. ExWO&C CLR

440

435

436

444
437

447 - SCORPION MAGAZINE
Spare 10 shot magazine for the Czech VZ61 .32 cal S.M.G.
Near all original finish. ExC

448

449

450

445 - THOMPSON L DRUM
An original Military, not modern production 50R magazine for the US 1928 S.M.G. Marked Auto Ordnance and
Thompson etc. Metalwork has most thinning original finish
with some scratching. Inside is packed with original grease.
VGWO&C
446 - TWO THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Two 20 shot US Military Seymour brand magazines for the
US 1928/M1 S.M.G. VGC

438

436 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian FN made model 1910 semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2”
.32 cal barrel. Slide with original sights and Herstal address.
Metalwork has near all original finish. VGC original grips.
VGWO&C CLR
437 - BERETTA 1935 PISTOL
WWII period Italian M1935 pistol, 3 1/4” .32 cal barrel.
Slide marked Beretta 7.65 and dated 1944. Metalwork
with most overall blue. VGC black Beretta logo grips.
VGWO&C CLR

439 - FAIRBAIRN SYSKES DAGGER
A very rare WWII period 1st pattern British commando
knife, 28 1/2 cm overall length with 154mm blade marked
The F.S Fighting Knife and Wilkinson on the otherside,
50mm crossguard angled at each end and knurled grip. Has
most of its plating thinning to brass at the hilt and chipping
from the guard a bit. The blade has been personalised at the
base and has sharpening marks but without chips. A very
desirable knife for the advanced collector. Includes original
brown leather sheath with metal reinforced base. VGC

448 - RUSSIAN NIGHT SIGHT
A Soviet circa 1980’s IPM34/NSPO night vision telescopic
weapons sight with integral mount. This scope is in its original tin with accessories and in as issued condition when it
was supplied to east Germany just prior to the fall of the
Berlin wall. ExC
449 - S&W MODEL 25 REVOLVER
Large N frame .45lc cal double action revolver model 25-5,
8” blued barrel and action with original sights. Metalwork
retains near all original bright blue. ExC original wooden
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
450 - COLT KING COBRA REVOLVER
A .357 cal double action revolver, 6” barrel with full lug and
foresight but missing the rear sight. Stainless steel metalwork with a few scratches and minor dings. Original Colt
logo Pachmayer grip. VGWO&C B/CLR
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451 - RUGER VAQUERO REVOLVER
Good quality Ruger single action revolver, 4 1/2” .451c
cal polished stainless barrel and action without scratches.
Frame marked RUGER NEW VAQUERO. ExC original
chequered plastic grips includes original box. ExWO&C
B/CLR
452 - WEBLEY R.I.C REVOLVER
Antique 6 shot British double action R.I.C model revolver,
4 1/2” 450/455 cal barrel with polished foresight and Birmingham proofs. The top strap marked with top retailer
MANTON & CO LONDON AND CALCUTTA. The frame
marked WEBLEY R.I.C NEW MODEL and logo. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC one piece grips and
misssing the lanyard ring. VGWO&C CLR

462 - HUSQUARNA PISTOL
Swedish Military model 40 version of the Lahti pistol, 4
1/4” 9mm barrel with correct sights. Receiver marked Husquarna etc. Metalwork with most original blue. VGC Bakelite grips. Includes original brown leather holster with 2
spare magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR

451

455

464 - RANGER 1911A1 PISTOL
British Imperial Defence Services Ltd. Ranger model version of the 1911A1 .45acp cal pistol, 5” barrel. Slide without
markings and has fixed sights. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC black plastic grips. Ideal for classic match
shooting. GWO&C B/CLR

453 - AUTOMAG II PISTOL
A seldom seen US Automag .22 magnum semi automatic
pistol, 6” stainless steel barrel and action with original adjustable sights. Metalwork marked AMT etc and with slight
scratches. Original plastic grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

462

465 - WALTHER PP SUPER PISTOL
Walther PP Super pistol as used by West German Police, 3
1/2” 9x18 cal barrel. Slide with Ulm address etc. Metalwork
with near all original finish. ExC grips. ExWO&C CLR

454 - M17 RIFLE
US Military WWI period M17 .30-06 cal bolt action rifle,
27” barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber
marked U.S MODEL OF 1917 EDDYSTONE. The receiver is marked with flying bomb and the sight DP (has been
reactivated). Metalwork with most overall finish thinning on
the edges. VGC correct woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
455 - FN49 RIFLE
Belgian 8mm cal semi automatic Military rifle, 23 1/2” barrel with original sights. Chamber with Egyptian markings
and action marked FN with Herstal address. Metalwork with
most thinning finish. Woodwork missing swivels and with
crack above the magazine. GWO&C ELR

452

454
453

456 - SOCOM M1A RIFLE
US Springield Armoury manufactured M1A Socom 16
model semi automatic type M14 rifle, 16” .308 cal barrel
with muzzle break and iron sights. The rear of the receiver
has original ghost ring sight and is marked with Springfield
address etc. The cocking handle is marked Socom 16. ExC
original sand textured black synthetic stock and handguard.
Handguard mount fitted with long eye relief 2.5 power Leupold scout scope. Includes two 5R magazines. This gun is
in like new ExWO&C ALR
457 - MAUSER .22 TRAINING RIFLE
Single shot .22lr bolt action Military training rifle, 26”
heavy weighted .22lr barrel with correct sights and marked
with Imperial proof. The chamber with Mauser banner and
the receiver marked Mauser-Werke Obendorf A.N. Metalwork has most overall original finish with a small finger
nail section of pin pricking on top of the barrel. VGC original woodwork with Mauser cartouche. VGWO&C ALR

460 - CHINESE C96 HOLSTER
Leather holster to fit the broom handle Mauser and two
charges. Brown colour with red lining. Chinese markings
and 1951 date on the back. VGC

464

468 - NAMBU HOLSTER
Japanese type 14 hard shell holster. Brown red leather cracking through the flap join otherwise without cracks or scuffs.
Square brass attachment rings and fittings. Ammo and tool
pouch Japanese markings on the inside of the flap. VGC
469 - STEYR HAHN HOLSTER
Good quality reproduction leather holster for the Steyr Hahn
or Roth Steyr pistols. ExC
470 - WINCHESTER 1300 SHOTGUN
US pump action 12g shotgun, 28” barrel with 3” chamber
and multi choke, 1/2 choke fitted. Metalwork with near all
original blue finish. ExC original woodwork and includes a
20” barrel with rifle sights. ExWO&C ALR

457
465

471 - MUGICA SHOTGUN
Coaching style Spanish hammerless S/S shotgun, 21”
12g blued barrels. Engraved action and VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR
466

467

470

472 - MAGTECH SHOTGUN
Brazilian made 12g pump action shotgun, 18 1/2” cylinder
bore barrel with 3” chamber and full length magazine. Metalwork with near all original finish. VGC original woodwork with a couple of small dings. VGWO&C ALR
473 - ARMI JAGER 22 RIFLE
Model AP80 .22lr semi auto styled on the AK47, 17” barrel
with original sights. Metalwork with near all original finish.
VGC woodwork with a few scratches. Includes high capacity magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR

475
472

461 - TYPE 94 NAMBU PISTOL
WWII Japanese semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2” 8mm cal barrel with correct sights. The receiver with date 16.5 (MAY
41) arsenal marks for Kokubunji and Chinese capture markings. Metalwork has areas of pitting on both sides but retains most finish. VGC original chequered Bakelite grips
and original magazine. GWO&C CLR

474 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
.22lr semi automatic rifle with 19” stainless steel barrel and
action without sights but has scope rings. Fitted with Hogue
soft rubber stock, Volquartsen sear and spring, mag release
and nylon buffer. VG-ExWO&C ALR
473

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

466 - HI STANDARD PISTOL
An early US Hi-Standard model B .22lr semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2” barrel with fixed sights. Frame marked with patent info and slide marked HI-STANDARD MODEL “B”.
Metalwork with most overall original blue. Variant without
hammer, ExC original logo chequered grips. Includes a
leather holster. VGWO&C B/CLR
467 - CIAPPA 22 PISTOL
Italian made semi auto .22 pistol styled on the 1911 , 5” barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all original
finish. ExC wood grips, includes box. ExWO&C B/CLR

461

458 - GLISENTI HOLSTER
WWII desert pattern holster for the Italian revolver. Leatherwork has a slight green colour to it. VGC
459 - BROWNING 1910/22 HOLSTER
WWII German occupied period leather holster. Dated 1942
under the flap. ExC

463 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
A 9mm semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” barrel. Slide with Glock adjustable rear. VGC metalwork and polymer frame. Includes
box with manual and spare magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

456

475 - ROSSI PUMP ACTION RIFLE
22 1/2” .22lr round stainless steel barrel and action with 3/4
tube magazine and open sights. Metalwork without scratches and ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
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476 - S&W REVOLVER
A shortened Victory double action revolver, 3” .38 S&W
cal barrel with original sight moved. Metalwork has been
reblued in a commercial style and lanyard ring removed. GC
chequered S&W wood grips. VGWO&C CLR

492
476

477 - STOEGER .22 PISTOL
US Pro series model of the Hi Standard pistol, 4 1/2” .22lr
stainless steel bull barrel and action with original adjustable sights. Metalwork with a few scratches and gold accents thinning. VGC Pachmayer grips and includes original
box. VGWO&C B/CLR

480 - COLT 22 PISTOL
A circa 1920 Colt .22lr semi automatic pistol, 6 1/2” barrel with correct sights and Colt address. Slide marked with
Colt logo. Metalwork with dark patina and pitting. GC worn
original grips and Colt marked original magazine. Ideal for
restoration or full supression project. Missing firing pin. FC
B/CLR

491 - WWII GERMAN SILENCER
Late war German alloy rifle silencer copied from a Russian
design. 278mm x 39mm diamater. Thining black paint finish
and marked edb 44. The thread fits a G44 rifle and similar
is pictured in the book Hitlers Garands. These are very rare
and the first we have ever seen. VGC

477

492 - GREENER CASED BOXLOCK SHOTGUN
English S/S 12g. 30” barrels with full chokes, 3” chambers
and nitro proved. Barrel marked Greener with Pall Mall address as well as Specially for Manton & Co Calcatta & New
Delhi. Barrels with most blue and slight case colours on the
action. Contained in its original box with brush and rod with
Greener trade Label. GWO&C ALR

478

478 - MARGOLIN PISTOL
Russian semi automatic .22lr target pistol, 6” barrel plus
compensator and target sights. Metalwork with most overall original blue. GC Target grips. Contained in its original
wooden box with tools and parts. GWO&C B/CLR
479 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL
Circa 1928 .22lr semi auto pistol, 6 1/2” round barrel with
original sights. Marked THE WOODSMAN & Colt etc.
Metalwork quite deeply pitted in a few spots and with thin
to grey blue. Worn grips. FWO&C B/CLR

490 - GERMAN WWII NAVAL BELT BUCKLE
Alloy construction and marked FLL in circles. EXC

478
479

493 - BURNAND SHOTGUN
Belgian made S/S 12 hammer shotgun. 29 1/2” browned
barrels with most overall good quality refinish. Fully engraved action and VGC walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR
494

494 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese 7x39 cal semi auto. 20” barrel with original sights
and bayonet lug removed. Receiver with 4 power scope.
Metalwork with near all original finish, 7R magazine and
VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

481
482

484
483

495 - PRUSSIAN CUTLASS
Late 19th century Infantry sword, 23” curved blade with
bayonet spine, fullers on both sides and dark grey patina.
496
Brass guard with Prussian eagle. Shagreen and wire grip
with Kaiser Wilhelm II logo. GC

481 - S&W 22 PISTOL
Model 422 semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” .22lr barrel with fixed
sights. Alloy frame and steel slide with most finish, thinning
on the edges. GC plastic grips. GWO&C B/CLR
495

482 - REPRO PERCUSSION CARBINE
A NZ made Hawkings Arms single shot black powder
carbine, 20” octagonal .45cal barrel with iron sights and
marked HAWKINGS ARMS NZ. Metalwork with most
blue thinning on the edges and bright case colours on the
lock plate. VGC wooden stock with tang sight and brass furniture. VGWO&C ALR
485
483 - REPRO FLINTLOCK RIFLE
Kentucky style Spanish made .45 cal rifle, 33 1/2” octagonal
barrel with iron sights. Case coloured lockplate and brass
furniture. Metalwork with most original finish, VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

497 - TWO BREN GUN MAGAZINES
For the 303cal LMG most overall finish. VGC
498 - GERMAN MG34 ANTI-AIRCRAFT SIGHT
Relic Spider-web sight. Purportedly dug up from Stalingrad.
Quite rusty. PC
494

499 - WWII GERMAN FLARE GUN
LP42 model alloy single shot flare pistol. Code marked wa
and Waffen-Amt. GC red bakelite grips. NLR

493

500 - WWII GERMAN PRACTICE STICK GRENADE
35 1/2 cm overall length. Steel end with wooden shaft. F-GC

484 - ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
Swedish Military single shot rifle, 31 1/2” 8x58 cal barrel
with original sights, bayonet lug and marked with crown.
Metalwork with near all blue and case coloured frame. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

487 - BRITISH SHOULDER BOARDS
Pair of Army officers dress uniform shoulder boards. Gold
braid with black velvet backing. EXC

501 - KUKRI KNIFE
A reproduction of a WWI MKII Gurkha Kukri, 13” blade
with notch at the base. Faint markings for 1915, brass bolsters and rivits on wood handle. Includes leather sheath. GC

496

485 - SWEDISH MAUSER
Sporterised 6.5x55 cal bolt action rifle, 28 1/2” barrel with
original sights. Chamber marked with Crown and Carl Gustaf 1917 etc. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC sporterised woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
486 - LONG RANGE DESERT GROUP BADGE
British badge with a Scorpion inside a wheel and LRDG.
Silver colour with round pin and 35mmm accross. VGC

503

491

499

502 - CHINESE ARTILLERY SWORD
Based on WWII Japanese design, 31 1/4” plated blade.
Green steel hilt, guard & scabbard with leather section.
VGC
503 - US FLINTLOCK RIFLE
Circa early 1800’s, 40” 20 bore barrel with replaced rear
sight and lock. The plate is named but hard to read and one
of the lock screws goes through the stock next to the old
hole. Metalwork has grey patina and pitted in areas. GC
woodwork. FWO&C NLR

500

488 - BRITISH STAR & HAT BADGE
Commonwealth WWII Campaign star and ribbon plus a
Victorian hat badge. VGC
489 - GERMAN WWII BELT BUCKLE
Army makers mark and dated 41. Has been sand blasted to
grey colour otherwise VGC

496 - SWISS SHORT SWORD
A 19th century Swiss hanger type sword, 20” speer point
blade with serrated top edge. Marked SJG NEUHAUSEN
and Swiss Cross. Blade with some sections of pitting. Cast
brass ribbed handle and includes scabbard with frog. GC

504 - STEN MAGAZINE
32R 9mm mag for the British SMG. GC
502
501

505 - STEN SLING
Original British webbing sling VGC
506 - RPD MAG
Drum magazine with link for the Russian MG. ExC
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1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 10% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only.Vendors will be charged 10%
selling commission, plus 1% Insurance & G.S.T. on these charges only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioners act as agent: they have full discretion to refuse any
bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of
description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect in it, & make no warrant whatever. Due to the accurate reproduction of
some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major acution houses worldwide, it is up to the
bidder to satisfy himself onany such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should any dispute arise as to the
biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.
6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In default of which matters
the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of which the Auctioneers will not
hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots
are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without prior notice being given to the defaulter.
8. Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification in the case of any
purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e. Bank Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply.
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any firearms which are sold as
collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All bids must be accompanied
by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the
successful bidder. we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop point, PLEASE NO P.O BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility.
Each package has $1500 insurance limit, also applies to items sent by post.
12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO
OUR VENDORS.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details
14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not accepable. Recovery of debts will be strongly persued through
legal channels
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.

NOTES
We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a
“pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit cards.
Sorry we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the floor
and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your
bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address below. Payment must be made on
receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not
courier to post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on
freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
10% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require an accompanying statement from a police officer validating your
license. A form can be downloaded from our website. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require
a permit to procure before delivery.
ExWO&C
VGWO&C
GWO&C
ExC
VGC
GC
FC
PC

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS
Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good Working order & condition
Excellent condition
Very good conditon
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition

ALR
BLR
CLR
ELR
NLR

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS
Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
Military style semi automatic license
No license require

White tickets on firearms mean standard license required
Red tickets on firearms mean endorsed license required
Green tickets on firearms mean no license required
CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
greg@guns.co.nz
Website
www.guns.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1061
Auckland NZ



CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
POSTAL BIDDING FORM



Name:
Address:
Credit Card#

Exp

/

Signature
Firearms License#
Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa Mastercard Cheque
Bank Cheque Telegraphic transfer * 3% surcharge for credit cards
Lot#

Description of Lot

Maximum Bid NZ$
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We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 579-3401 or post to Carvell’s Auctions P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:
Date:

